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In

OCTOBER

the

1873.

29,

Choir.

—

he

On rolled the mighty melody, as though

A multitude passed by—
A sea of sound and sweétness ; here and there
A clear young voice pealed high;
A glory crept around the vaulted roof

;

And tinged the old gray stone;
.
¥
The sunshine stéle it (rom the windows where
The saints each

stood alone,

Below knelt youth and beauty in their pride,

# air as the flowers of June,—
How did that psalm of strife and agony
Chime with each young heatt’s tune!
And then the heavy oaken door swung back;
A woman entered in—
‘Wan in the face, and weary in her main,
Her garments soiled and thin;

And, like a blot upon a robe, she stood
Amid the gorgeous fane;
And youth and beauty drew themselves apart,
And she went out. again.
Still, where the pictured Twelve Apostles stood
The light came colored fair;
:

But. yet me thought those men of Galilee
Had scarce béen welcome there!
rr

lA
Ap

Eoglish Correspondence.
Cm

acter.

dence and change of occupation.

I have
shape,

Always ‘some unusual pressure of duty
made it impossible for me to write. There

+New

will be interest perhaps in the fact that
1 méant to give an account of a sea-side and

York

—

THE

ordi-

new missionary

dresses

to

look

memorable,

projected

Tozer

paper and were never written save in
thought and idea.
Next week but one are the Baptist. union
meetings at Nottingham, of which I hope
to send a full account, and baving corresponded twelve years for the Star, I purpose beginning a new series of letters
from a new locality with a report of those
meetings.

mass

premises include

has done

over

the

|

I mention

this,

of oral

speech,

consists

AFTER

so

Modern

The

Infidelity,

willJagree to that,

Krummacher

discourse

eupation

was

perishing heathen.”

.

WOMAN

written
“ Dr.

Duff,

of

IN INDIA.

Calcutta,

in

an

article

in

the

inner apartment, exclusively for the use of women, proclaim his rising ‘fortunes. Away from
the street, all respectable females must live in

Baptist clergyman testified to riding in the
street cars with Stokés a few weeks before

dingy, prison-like apartments, with the smallest
possible number of doors, which, through

the murder, and that Stokes came into the
car with a bundle of papers and said, “Doc-

But it is astonishing

many good things some very unpromis- | Eaton; I am ‘afraid Fisk or some
ingj persons will say if they be properly and emissaries will shoot me.” Witness

of his

conscientiously listened to.

*I

ed him to be careful,

and

he

said,

as

is afforded by the firmament, or a stagnant tank,
or an ill-cultivated garden.
A stray female may,
occasionally,penetrate into a zenana, men never,
excepting—to use an Irishism—they be the small
boys of the family. It is even thought improper
for a husband-to have any social intercourse with
his wife during the day, and she is never suffered to eat with him. Thus deprived of personal
liberty, seldom conversing with strangers of her
own sex, and never with men, no furniture tocare for, no clothes to make or mags, no fancy

advisgo

prepared always, and I never go out at work to interest them, no music g@yractice, no, they are
night, except in a carriage.” Other testi- letters to answer, no books to
doomed to an extremely dull, monotonous and
mony of less importance was elicited..

The

uninteresting life. Much of their time is spent
in drowsing and sleeping, in smoking und chewing the betel nut, in playing cards and other
games, and in quarreling and abusing each other...
If a stranger meeting a respectable Hindu,.
should inquire for the wife and family of his new

very persons who should do a great deal of prosecution had already proved. the shootlistening. They know what a luxury it is ing of Fisk, and seemed to make it quite

plain that Stokes was the murderer, but
this evidence for the defense puts the case
in a new light. Of course it is difficult to
acquaintance, it would be considered as an intell how much of it is purchased for the oc- sult, never perhaps be forgotten and not easily
casion, but it looks now as though the jury forgiven. Hence, under this system, there .are

to talk, and they should give their families
and friends a chance to learn the art.
sides, like farmers, they will often

their

narrow bars, admit no sight-seeing but such

tor, I am going with these to the attorneygeneral; they will go far to break up the
Erie ring.” Witness said, ‘You appear to
be very busy,” and Stokes replied, “I am
engaged in a savage fight; if I fail, I lose
my life. You remember the case of poor

to listen. They have a gift for:talking, and
they like to exercise it. But these are the

Befind

much advantage in a rotation of crops. A
season of listening is often a most excellent
preparative for a season of talk,
couldn’t convict on the testimony before
Jt is often supposed that if a man has a them. The prisoner also gave clear testi-

good thing to say, he will say -it, but this mony in his own behalf.

millions of mothers, but not a single wife, in the
noble, Christian sense of that term.
And yet the very goal and acme of misery is
reserved for widowhood.
For this state, there
is no pity, no compassion, no sympathy.
Itis
believed to be a curse, inflicted for some pre-eminent guilt, contracted in some former birth.
Widows are regarded and treated as accursed
by the gods, and he who helps to make them suffer, supposes he is furthering the purposes of

is not necessarily the case. Very often he
NATIONAL BOARD OF TRADE.
.
never says it, beeause no one will give him
The National Board of Trade held its ana chance. He don't. want to waste his nual convention in Chicago last week.
speech on fools, and the smart folks: want The situation of the money market was dishim to content himself with hearing what cussed, and committees appointed to use
they have, to say. This happens,—not in their efforts in working out.a reform of cur‘heaven. $0 soon as thé husband dies, the widconnection with very good things perhaps, rency, and the improvement of the national ow, though she may be only a child of seven
but with things that might lead to very banking laws. Important changes in the years, or under, is divested of her ornaments,
good things—every day and. every hour, in national bankruptcy act were suggested, and she is not allowed to retain them, even as
thousands of families, all over the land —to and the improvement of American shipping
say nothing of society.
i
interests was ably discussed. The meeting
‘There are those who so. seldom have a

PARTS.

La Na

jon

guardians

It was well attended, and

of

our

property

duties of their

ed

office

were

precious memorials of the past. She must wear

only coarse garments, and feed on the coarsest
and scantiest fare, never eating more than one
meal per day. She must not even lie upon a
bed. Two days in a month she must maintain a

and

over five million six hundred thousand tons,

AMERICAN

ANTIQUARIAN

as this

can

SOCIETY.

and ove cubic mile of pure hydrogen, the ~The sixty-first annual meeting of this Solightest known substance, weighs no less ciety was held in Worcester last week, and
than three hundred and eighty-nine thou- was well attended. An interesting essay
“sand tons. It will the refore, appear some- on Eliot's translation of the Bible into the
what startling to those who laugh at the Algonquin (Indian) dialect was presented,
‘terrors of our forefathers when the: earth the eonclusions of the writer being that not
was threatened by collision with comets, to only the version brought out by Eliot was
learn that such gaseous: body bas an intelligible and practical, but that the In:
‘enormous
weight, and
its mass is dians of his day had so far profited by innot less than that/of an asteroid. It would tercourse with the whites as to be ‘able to
have, if reduced to the density of the earth, read and write and to comprehend and ema dinmetér somewhere celween thirty-two brace the truth as presented to their minds

and two hufidred and thirty.seven miles;

through the medinm 'of their own language.

and if reduced to the density of a sphere

of As a vindication of Mr. Eliot's life-long
lead, would have a diameter which may ap- work as of no use to those he sought to bene-

proximately be put at least as high as fifty fit, the paper was complete and valuable.
Pia
Professor Bgbert Smyth of Andover pre-

senge and fulfillment of those relations ‘miles,

would he indeed as good a definition of religion in the abstract as metaphysical ped-

man’s sense of his relations or incapability
of relationsto the Power &c. The latter

would be a relation * in a sort of negative

sense,”

DRAE

is

;

The. Insurrection of Restluss Fem ales has
separated under twq neads, the lewd and

on

—

—

President Felton, in discussing

Phillipo

physical

ing ‘ot the Contes called to form it. On

One ceases to wonder at

preferred,

in days

gone by, the short-lived agouies of the funeral:
pile to the life-long agonies of dishonored wido wlrood.
:
1

WOMEN IN BURMAH.
The condition of women in Burmah is in striking contrast
* From time

with that of her
immemorial,” says

Hindu sisters..
De.. Mason, .a

Baptist missionary at Burmah, * has she been in

Bartolomeo

Parestreli,

a

Portu-

is the treasurer and keeps the cash.
When
money is “wanted, the hushand goes to the wife,
not the wife to the husband.
The women do themost of the trading, superinténd the farmsiad-vise in law matters and occasionally belp their:

husbands on the judieial bench. Married women often trade indépendently of their husbands.
and can acquire and hold property in their’ own
naines. They ¢un sue and be sued; snd whenever they are weary of their husbands, th-y can:
obtain legal divorces on no stronger plea tham

¢ incompatibility
withstanding

of disposition?’

the

masculine

society in Burmah,

they

.

.

features

are mot

.

Not-

of female

incompatible

with commenduble female traits,” Their books
thus charicterize a good wife: * She knows
when her husband is hungry, and that he may

eat, puts before him the best food in the kindest
way;

and

dresses him

becomingly,

liis clothes are not old or {irty.

seeing that

As friends con-

sult each other regarding their mutual profit and
happiness and assist each other, she, having consulted her husband, lends her assistance and
Jooks ou, and behaves to her husband’s relations

as to her own, and does not dispute his authority.

and if lie goes to the chief’s house or other places, .

she waits till his return,

and eats

not the meals

till she eats it in company with him,”
BAPTIST MISS.

UNION,.

guese of Itallan descent. Other interesting
This society is doing Noble fnissionary work.
training, :said that among the Greeks, a papers were read, and measures proposed
has 15 missions under its care, 9 of which are
It
the
concerns
people so wise in. all which
to preserve the tombof John Smith, in the in Asia, 6 in Burope and 1 in Africa. “The total!
physical man, there were two widely difchurch of St. Sepulcher, London.
membership of its mission churches is ubout 37;
ng
fefent systems of training—one adapted to
512. 1tx Yeceipts during the last year ine'udi
FINANCIAL.
the athletic, the other: to gentlemen and
legattes ind the Woman's Societies, were $216,»

men of learning,

The former

resulted in

Although

‘the decent, an, the latter division [8 the an immense development of muscle. and
one thaf, gnder. various aliases has been ex: ¢riide strength, while the latter resulted in ful signs.
poiting Itself in New York for some days
past. The Association for - thie Promietion
or Advancément of [certain] Women, it
geems. was pre-organized by a minority
conclave, after a sharp caucus. fashion of
doing things,on the hight before the meet-

to

the matrimonial, connéctions of Christopher
Columbus, showing his first wife to be one

Training of the Body.

Jowers, however, would require ii widened,

at least by construction, 50 as to clude

sented some interesting facts in relation

clr sar adwvill
cx 00 BEF 8

Herbert Spencer’s fol-

antry would allow,

swallowing her saliva.

the thousands who annually

measures adopted which must. prove salu- full possession of all the rights that * the strongtary in practice. There is no doubt but this minded women’s rights associations’ are’ commatter of fighting fire is something of a passing heaven and earth to obtain. The wife

rT

A right

our

discussed,

Little as we realize the weight of gaseous
bodies, it is meteorologically certain that proféssion, and such meetings
| one cubic mile of atmospheric air weighs hardly fail of benefit. +

is man’s consciousness of his relations

and

homes conducted themseives in a creditable
manner. All the questions relating to the

Weight of The Air.

and high confraternity of loyal

to the Power behind Phenomena.”

the

may make a dozen talkers of other people.

freedom of opinion and practice—'*

the

more last week.

may, we can only make one talker of ourselves, whereas, by proper listening, we

td him the

The Free Religionists, by one of their speak-

Prof.
Christianity and the Constitution,
antism,
Fisher on the History of' Protést

Underwood,

and that their story

of ordinances, if they are recreant in dutyto the

for their

tion that they did not see the shooting, and
For the that they were paid for their testimony. A

To be sure it is very hard for some persons

Christians, in so near and striking contrast.

Dr. Muhlenberg on

for spare hours

each

how

motion of Women, all followed the Evangelical Alliance, this week, like an. army
of gleaners in a well-swept field. It wasa
very happy conjunction for their small babble and acrid zeal, against the weighty

Dr. MeCosh on the DeDr.

$1000

out for them, and that they commntted it.

to listen.

greatest talkers are careful when they find
they have a good listener. ‘They know that
they may not often be so fortunate, and they
talk theirbest. The adept in listening may
sometimes hear more prosing than he likes,
but if skillfal this will not often happen.
When it is impossible to get anything interesting or useful out of a man,he needbe listened to no longer. Every. one of sense

Congress, and the Association for the Pro-

the vast

far from

paid

makes the diffident say what they think, and

The Free Religionist Convention, the
Woman Suffrage Convention, the Female

lixtra,

however,

in

seemed

not this budding journalist also have, in
his humble degree, the tributeof a smile ?

Oct. 18, 1873.

Tribune

learn

testimony,

“the verbose think what they say.

he should pursue until the proper time came
for him to act—which will not be during
the present dispensation, at least,—shall

Prof. Kraft on the Old Catholt¢ Movement,
famous,
is just overthe river tivo miles away ; and Prof Dorner on Modeth ‘Infidelify, are
and the Liecestershira Hills are in sight from among the carefully prepared and first-class
ed
the fieldsat the ‘Bick of the
College. papers which I obsetv® fairly reproduc
Will
othdrs,
with
Which,
and
Extra,
the
in
Twelve years ago the Rev, James 'Lewits,
now of Scarborough, was Secretary of the supply me, us well us multitudes, with oc-

the pressure

in the

money-mar-

hope-

ket still continues, there are several

Fisk & Hatch, the N. Y. bankthis week,

and

a wonderful grace, agility -and beauty. ers, will Yesume business
ry began
The former produced the great Wrestlers, the Secretary of the U. 8, Treasu
dolacks,
greenb
for:
silver
pay
to
y
Monda
al
but was deemed unfavorable to intellectu
a comquite
caused
This
dollar.
for
lar
as
to
resorted
was
latter
genius} while the
,

the ‘sukest means of deduting that delicate
soRGeptibility and elastic vigor which

asterized the Greek

poet

and

orator.

char-

A

100.70, and its expenditures $230,417.27) leaving
Adda balance against the society of $28.816.67.

ing the debt of the previous year, $18,768.07, it
makes its present indebtedness $42,069.64,
thie year closing with'
« Among the Teloognos,
April 1, witnessed 350 buphisms,

and

handreds’

ate still waiting for the-orflinanee ' .- . China!
demands, and is beginning ‘to receive, increased \
effort; Japan opens her gates, and ‘invites us 0?
motion awiong the N. Y. stock brokers
and promising
sinoe it intérferes with several of their nice- come inland possess her wide,s to her heathen
opening
s
furnishe
Africa
fields.
cp:anufa
me
meanti
ly Jaid plans: In the
population for which we have long been seeking.
turing establishments are beginning to feel . . Sweden reports nearly 900 baptisms
during:
are yield-

prodigiots abnormal development of | musre tor money, and many
field!
the last year. . . . Indeed, nearly every
pal Promoted Women; who had been left J oleszthe result of long-continued, special, thé pressu
and woolen mills in Law- we occupy demands Tereased contributions of
cotton
The
ing.
be'
balance
the
s
arose
lly
—destroy
hatura
training
intense
outof the official list, a row
and other places |
some thirthe appearande, the next day, of the princi

Lowell, Fall River
On the other part, the snug- | tWéen mind and body, and, while it pro- rence,
reducing their force, or
¢ither
are
brain
the
leaves
fenri| dmgoes a splendid animal,
, with charming
a good while to Jy inducted officials
i.

on their part.

~
-

id
£

er

“rd

indeed

not indicate what course

ly, that he should

velopment Hypothesis, Dr. Christlieb on

Clifton Grove, which Kirke White has made

|

and

‘proper thing ‘to say in the premises; name-

ALLIANCE.

on this odeasion.

venience of being one mile from a railway
station and four miles from a hookshop.

Dr.

well,

that dignitary. what

perfect thing the publishers would have
you believe, that one reviews the report of
a meeting which one attended, with but

advantageous to compensate for the incon

Rev.

of

Potter, and kindly, put into thefmouth

| Protestant Germany,
premises were purchased in 1861 at the Joint Communion Service, Pres. Porter on
paid
entirely
cost of about £3000, and are
Modern Literature, Rev. J. P. Astie on the
for.. There are elght acres of land adjoin- Free Churches of Europe,Count de Gasparin
ing. "he situation is said to be *‘beautiful
Religious: Cag of the Sick, Irs.
and salubrions,” it vught to be something on the
on the Sabbath, Dr, Woolsey of
Hopkins
-

the

means

If so,

He testified that these boys told him

that they were

ous of all impertinent
themselves, . where, not generally finding
FIRE ENGINEER'S CONVENTION.
ters. The enterprising reporter of the T'rib- ‘much, they. intellectually pine away.
extent
the
to
There
was a mass convention of chief enune, who followed up Tozer
To be sure;iwe should not fail to become
of an imaginary interview with Bishop good talkers, if. 'wegan ; but, do what we gineers of city fire departments in Baltiof

OO

York,

report has been, it is still

and dormitories for the young men with, of

and

out

trial.

missionaries
and teachers in the foreign. field,

say, ‘He (Stokes) was too and have just raised nearly $50,000 for a mission
this time.” Much interest at- in Japan. Says the Baptist Miss. Mag,: “God
statements of Patrick Logan, will bless such liberality and obedience in spite
of their infant baptism; and the Baptist churchhad the hall boys (Redmcnd es of America will suffer from spiritual leancustody at the time of the first ness, notwithstanding their fidelity in the matter

But first learn what listening is—for it is He gives a plausible reason for not. making Indian Female Evangelist on Indiun Womannot merely the exercise of the sense of this known at the first trial. A respectable hood, most graphically and thrillingly portrays
her pitiable condition.
Our limits allow us to
hearing. The stupidest of us can keep ears old lady also testified to being in the room refer
to only a few of his statements. She is
open-and mouth shut. To listen properly of the Morse girls at the Hotel at the time compelled at the age of ten years, or esrlier,to
neansto make otligr people talk properly. of the murder, and to hearing Fisk say to marry the husband her father selects} and her”
hat is a social
ddfinition, if it is not a them, “I'll shoot him (Stokes) as sure as marriage is a signal for immediate seclusion. Of.
Websteridn one.
he good listener is a my name is Jim Fisk.” Another witness course the poor cun not shut up their women,
cause of talking in others, and by a proper swore that the Hotel hall boys (Redmond but as soon as one grows rich or respectable, hie
begins to hide his female relations from public
exercise of this valuable and too scarce gift, and Hart) told him in the house of deten- view. A high wall around his compound and an

ers, enunciate a basis of union intended to
In fact, meritorious and
extemporaneous.
"be, broad and vague enough for the largest
Tribune's
the
as
whole,
unparalleled on the
Relig-

a President's hoase,matron’s rooms, studies

Colleg2,

of communion

tral hotel at the time of the murder, and to

hearing Fisk
quick for me
tached to the
a sheriff who
and Hart) in

can out;of the people you know?
artrie

CHURCH,

was quite an important one, and business
chance to, speak to interested ears, that circles wil! doubtless reap the benefits of it
they gradually ; withdraw themselves! into in time.
strict fast and not even moisten her mouth by
and: meddling let-

half a sense of recognition.
i
Among’ the prepavediadd=og the very
Chilwell fs a small village dbout four or
to the strangers, by Dr.
five niles tom Nottingham. The Collége = first, the salutatory
of the most exquisite proone
was
Adams,
Is 4 general Baptist Institution for the ductions of}its kind ever delivered. The
training of young men for the mibistif elegant and gentle-hearted Doctor surpass
amongst Genera
of the word of God
ed his own fame in genial Christian oratory

and library.

act

should

Bishop Tozer’s unconsgiously ‘most humor:

gaps that occur wherever the speaking was

Meanwhile, I may say something, of the
place whence for the future I. shall write,

course, a dining-room

Their

ed public can laugh; without reserve at Ex.

merely to remark for the mere reader that
the most remarkable thing about the Extra,
after the remarkable enterprise displayed
in the simultaneous reproduction of such a

letters must be ‘‘taken as written,” though
they have not been embodied by pen and

The

often

he pulls our Right Reverend
Father in God, Horatio Potter,
his exquisite little farce, and
the stage in a mock interna-

A LIBERAL

The. United Presbyterian church of Seotland
ued through last week in New York, considerable important testimony was elicited numbers 183,000 members; less than two-thirds:
more than Free Baptists. Last year they raised
for the defense. One witness testified to
$1,250,000, besides $850,000 for missionary
and
hearing two pistol shots in the Grand Cen- benevolent purposes. They are supporting 63:

always be a welcome companion to your
parents or your children ? Do you want to
have your society coveted every where, and
to feel, the while, that you are doing good
as well as giving pleasure? Would you like
to help people to think well, and to have
them save their best thoughts for you?
Would it please you to get all the good you

the ritual, and in a Presbyterian. church.

not only to ‘* compare notes” with the reporters, but to refresh recollection with a
bird's-eye survey of proceedings so ever

Romeward developments in our Anglican
and Protestant Church. Reports are some-

Bapuist churches.

fool's part on the stage.

for a disorderly

After the Evangelical Conference it is in- |
terestingto the recent auditor of the ad-

to

Orissa,of a General Baptist‘ Quarterly Meeting,” and of all the general religious news
from the French Pilgrimages to the latest

. timés ‘‘taken as read,” and these

have

Bp

THE STOKES TRIAL.

to have you with them, and that you

tional
arch-Episcopal chair, with a burlesque title of ** My Lord Bishop,” and arraigns before him the Dean of Canterbury

We want

Correspondence.

New

* mountain ramble, of a day with a Yorkshire or Lancashire evapgelist, of an

wits

Number 44-

During Stokes's third trial, which contin-

indeed, ‘is’ to satirize or travestie the

far, when
Bishop and
D. D., into
sets him on

a faised standard all round, a higher degree
of proficiency wlien men enter the College,
and the prospect of larger resources when
they leave for pastoral work.
THOMAS GOADBY.

of resi-

projected several letters on different topics.

on of a
- service”
nati

and

lectures to

man who has aptitude for study.

inter-

but they have never taken form and

logic

make its examination too comprehensive
and severe. But we hope in three or four
years to prepare for these scholarships ‘any

Cui. weLL COLLEGE, ENG.,
October 3, 1873.
{
My first word must be of a personal charrupted for two months by change

part,

has one fault and thar is its tendency to

—

My correspondence has been

folly of their official betters. Tozer does
this to perfection without reckoning what
he puts in on his own account.” [But the
excellent Tozer carries his part a little ‘too

played the

great

PN

Events of the Week.

Ape

Do you wish to do something towards
making your home happy ? Do you desire
that your brothers and sisters should be glad

our large towns has raised the standard of well, in heaping unprecedented silliness on
attainment among the people, and afl the the airs and pretensions of churchly excluUniversities are open in all their privileges siveness; but really, Tozer carries his joke
to all men of every denomination, we
jay too far. He has caused great pain to the
have to modify greatly our College system. excellent Bishop Potter, and although the
At present in our ingtitutions for voung Bishop is a high-church man, without any
ministers we combine the High School aad just warrant that I can see, in. the circumthe College, and have to teach everything
stances of the particular case. Bishop Potas if it had or might have a denominational ter did, indeed, with apostolic unction rebias. Algebra, Seondby: the elements of. buke publicly, under approved ecclesiastithe classical and Hebrew tongues, logic and eal sentence, the younger Stephen H. Tyng,
philosophy must be part of our curriculum, ‘for the ‘sin of preaching and praying out
as if we could give to algebraic signs and of the ritnal, in a Methodist Assembly.
mathematical figures some mystical relation But then, Dr. Tyng was a presbyter in his
to General Baptist doctrines, and as if the diocese and under his jurisdiction, whereThis is
rules of grammar and the laws of thought as, the Dean of Canterbury——!
might be made to conform to the six arti- too rough on ‘* My Lord Bishop.” I really
do not see what excuse can be made for
cles of our creed !
Can he possibly have forgotten
One of the few advantages of the College Tozer.
is that its students may obtain by means of that the Dean of Canterbury, or any other |
the ** Pegg Scholarships,” the opportunity clergyman of the church of England, is
of ‘completing their studies in some English, under as little responsibility to the EpisScotch or German University. The sum of copal church in America as to the Presby£2000 has been left for this purpose,and pro- terian church ? The worthy but not judiperly invested it will yield about £100 a year, cious Tozeris certainly hazy in his intelso that the two scholarships the legacy was lect, yet we should expect an obfuscated
to found are endowed with about £50 a year Englishman in such a case would natueach; and inasmuch as the scholarships are rally, almost necessarily, cite the offendtenable for two years we shall have one ing parties, Presbyterians and all, before
scholarship vacant every year. But the the Archbishop of Canterbury, rather than
scholarships can not be taken unless there invoke the discipline of our provincial auhas been previously a satisfactory examina: thorities upon the head of a dignitaiy of
Tozer is too
tion passed in Christian Evidences, Church the church of England.
History, and the elements of ITebrew and much for me. 1 give him up as insoluble.
Greek ; and unless the candidate shall have Yet I make no doubt that the Christian
passed the matriculation examination in the charity of good Bishop Potter will set
London University. The standard is suffi- down the extravaganza not: to malice but
ciently high considering the average range of to insanity, (to which the stupidity. of a
attainments possessed bysyoung men offering thoroughly stupid Englishmanis quite cathemsélves for the ministry among General pable of amounting, upon. occasion,) and
Baptist churches. The London University while the injured man forgives, the delight

We send no books out to be sold on commisor otherwise, with the privilege of returning

WEDNESDAY,

special work of Church History, Homiletics,

Besides,

Vipr.

Listen.

ical element of the main performance. Far
be it from me also, to intimate that Tozer
isa fool. He is of age: and speaks for
himself.

mathematics,

lplp Ap

Tozer
was but an after-piece, not the coms

tress of the sciences.
:
It would be well for our denominational
institutions if they could keep to their own

and the extension of University

& When Agents receive premiums, no percen age
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition
&
Sion,

Every grand drama,

accordingly, has its fool as well as its hero.
The Evangelical Conference would be incomplete “without Tozer.
To be sure,

philosophy. But at present this is impracticable, The young men who present themselves as candidates
for the ministry
amongst us have well nigh everything to
learn, and a common school education is
the utmost we are justified in expecting
from them as a preliminary training—some
of them can not boast even of that. When
the new education act has done its work

1, Any person who takes a newspaper regularly
from the post-ofice—whether directed to his name or
another’s, or whether he has subscribed or not—is
discontinued,

The first year English

course in classics,

[irom this ofice,

responsible for the payment.
2. Ifa person orders his paper

as saith the proverb.

Biblical Criticism and Theology, relegating
to our national colleges the whole of the

expenses,

ing of *‘ papers” proceeded.

foils to each other, never but a step apart,

the fourth year the higher branches of ‘the
(Classics with Theology,the Queen and Mis-

en

neither of these can be procured, send the money/in a
registered letter, All Postmasters are obliged to
register letters whenever requested to do so.
oneys
thus sent will be at our risk. Otherwise
thoy wi 1 be at the risk of those sending them.
e regular charges for money orders, bank
ey orders may
be dechecks, and Post =~ ce
ducted from the a 0 unt du®when
oA
thus sent.4 Agents
are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible and thus sav

to
the

PAP

ture stage of the proceedings, and the read-

be necessary as’ well as close: neighboring

subjects are to be prominent, Logic, Christian Evidences, Ecclesiastical History; the
second year the Classic tongues; the third
year Philosophy and the Biblical languages ;

r.

Terms:

curriculum is to be ar-

ranged with a view to enable students

&e., should be sent. All communications
for publication should be addressed to the

VANCE,

The

seat)

ing up on time, or diminishing wages,
whichever way seems to them best to avoid:
loss. The banks also continue to hold om
to their currency, fearful lest they may by
and by be nipped by a run. It will doubtless be a winter of what is ealed ‘‘haidb
times,” but probably not near as hard as it
might be.
:
:

nine simplicity sweetly wondered they were with less than its share of power. Plato
not glad that job was out of the way, so says, “Excess of bodily exercise may render
that the Congress could proceed at once to us wild and unmanageable ; but excess of
business; ready-organized, A compromise arts, science and music makes us feeble and
Only the right combination
was at length effected on a resolution to effeminate.
revise and amend the constitution at a fu- makes us wise and manly.”

President, To both great credit is due for come. The wretched siraw paper will be
theqpnergy with which they worked to raise fairly threshed back to straw and chaff, bethe requisite funds for the purchase of the fore half its proper work has been got out
premises,
of it.
4
THE PART BY TOZER.
The session has just opened with eleven
students. The course of study extends to
The sublime and the ridiculous seem to
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came running to him,
ered

JESUS

NOTES

BY

AND

THE

MATTHEW

19:

PROF,

J.

A.

of

by the mind

of man.

Noticg the in-

He was rich, was a

of his feeling.

the people, and asked him this question.
Here is a lesson for those who would ga‘n
eternal life. So far he acted wisely. The
words, “good master,” are a respec(ful form
of address to Christ as a religious teacher.
Jesus was recognized as a teacherof reThe *‘ good thing” which
ligions truth.

HOWE.

YOUNG.

13-22.

TEXT: — But Jesus said, Suffer lit- | he

GoLpEN

one

wished to have named as a condition to

tle children, and forbid them notto com ¢ | eternal

life ouly shows the low conception

untome, for of ‘such isthe kingdom of | of righteousness prevalent in the society
around him, - He thought to be worthy

heaven.

His

QUESTIONS,
13. Who
¥aor what
What good
act? What

tind was not at rest.

14, What did Jesus

say to them?

How’

can

come to Christ?
In wha t
The
forbidden to come?
such is the kingdom
o"
Christ said on this subjec

elsewhere? Matt, 18: 1—4.
20:

i

16. Who came to Jesus, and

EE cb
em
Sn
pp

what did

he

in-

tures for eternal
istence

happiness.

but happiness

he reJLE0OAY,

cn?

that

It is not exhe desires for-

exist that he way be

happy.

17. * Why callest
is none good but one,
was good. ** Who
In what sense is God | Of Sin P" is a question

thou me good? there
that is God.” Christ
of you convinceth me
asked at a later time

wire? What is eternal life? By what means
Jia this ruler expect to gain it? What is the
Christian law of salvation? Mark 16: 16; Re. 5:
1; Ro.4: 9,10. What did the ruler mean by

Christ

yet, *‘ from

good works,
he means be
saved, or enter the state of the righteous
after death. Eternal life'is put in the Scrip-

15. What did Jesus thon do? Towhat place | yer, yet he would

was he going? Matt.

call

The assurance

By wim # | of salvation eluded him, and
were broughtto Jesus!
object? The meaning of *‘ brought” ! | his youth up,” he had wrought
ever came to these children from this
By inheriting ‘* eternal life”
did the disciples do, and why?

tittle children now
ways may they be
meaning of ** for. of
heaven”?
What had

idolatry. He loved wealth more than God,
and when called to show that he loved God

His was the
d Christ diselaim that title? Just | than this.
LA
id i mean?
Whose commands was the holiness.
what
We
have the
ruler to keep? Where were they to be found?
aud it i8 the history of
18, 19. What reply did the ruler make?
How
‘
:
were duties to ‘men
Why
vas ‘he answered? We
cons ealied the | defies us to detect in him
Xalone
mentioned?

consciousness

of

the way

to heaven.

spirit of child-

affections are given to the ‘‘ god of this
world.” Only that man is wise and safe

2“ 14. lu holdeth

staggering ‘conscience

of both heat and light.

for he

has

idence, and do complain of the ciroum-_
stances 3, Which swrround them. The weather,

They are truly his,

changed their

death. to life;

them with the crops, the general condition of things,
the power of ving life to others. He is their particular trials, each is spoken of.
reasons, a the co-laborer of Deity; the perfecter and And all the while, men are full of blessing,

=

more than thik, he has invested

was essential to precede the eating of the

not

passover, and thut therefore the immersion
of believers must in all cases precede the
‘Lord's supper.
Bunyan shows that under
certain circumstances, converts were admitted to therights and privileges of the Jewchurch without being circumcised. 0 1}

must always

who ** seeks first the kingdom of God and
its righteousness.” For the rich this is therefore,” he says, ‘ Moses and Joshua
exceedingly difficult.
But the difficulty thought fit to communicate with 600,000 unmust be overcome.
The grace of God circpmeised persons, when by the law not
will enable a man to conquer every foe to one -such ought to have been received, why
his salvation, and. for tbat, those who are may not I have communion with the visiwealthy, or who’ are seeking for wealth ble saints as afore described,” referring to
should daily pray.
those who had not received the spiritual
light to regard baptism like himself.
The publication of this pamphlet led to
a bitter controversy in which his opponents
exhibited a very unchristian spirit and an

Yet, he

Communicatims.

Buny: an on Close Coen
BY

HEZEKIAH
—

neighbor as ourselves? | says, ** There is none good but one, that is
God.” This is the language of correction,
the young man say?
What
these inquiries?
Did he cor- and of instruction, designed to awaken the

to love our

command

The

hood does not easily remain with him whose

history of Jesus,

one siv.

29, 1873.

in doubt of the right way of the Lord.”

than

ruling passion. He shows that richés make
qifficult, in proportion to our love for them,

the only man that
x

OCTOBER

wealth, he was pained.
He
After giving these eighteen
great pessessions,” and was their part of which we have copied, he adds: applyer, in his own sphere, of. the raw
worshiper. He could not leave all for Je- “Bear
with ‘one word further. —~What material left by the Creator to be ‘vivified
sus. He could not become poor for the greater cohtempt can be thrown upoh thé and completed by that part of his own creasake of * eternul life.” This reply surpris- saints, than for their brethren to cast them
tion into whom alone and for that very
ed and enlightened him. but did not com- off,and to debar'them from church commun- purpose, he had breathed the breath of
mand his will. He left Christ sorrowing ion ? I say, what can the church do more life.
because hg could not give up everything to sinners or the openly profane P”
For this reason a sermon, as’ used in ihe
for ¢¢ eternal life.” He wished to be perIn answer to those who claim that cir- popular sense, differs ‘radically from all
fect in a way that would not disturb his cumcision according to prescribed form other kinds of composition.
The
¢I,"—

of

eternal life, but just how he did not know.

STAR,

22. The sorrow of the young man, at}
*¢ 13. It occasioneth the worldto reproach
the reply of Jesus, was because of his own us.

more
ruler, yet ran out into ** the way," or street,
to meet Jesus, kneeled to. him before all | “had
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the most important questions ever considtensity

QUESTIONS

and

i

i{

¥

BUTTER
W ORTH.
es

in reply,

in some

of which

be

egotistically
there,

as

how much

there is!

With

something they have not, and thinking that

have that, their happiness
And this is especially
so with the ungodly. ‘The wicked are.

if they could

| would be complete.

like the troubled sea, when it can not rest.”
The sea, like men, is held within definite
bounds. The sea is confined by the barriers

expressed,

the

restlessness

every thing to enjoy, men are reaching after something more. Always wishing for

animating

_

principle in its structure. In its only sat- which God has appointed; and by which
isfactory completeness it presents itselfin he says to it,” *“Thus far shalt thou come;
the personal presence of the originator, but no farther,” Sometimes these barriers

| giving forth the living thought still glow- ave rocky cliffs, at others, they are pebbly
ing from the furnace of the soul within. beeches; and again they are only grains of
How little of that life. can be transferred to sand. But each is effectual for the purpose
paper, and, removed from the source of its for which God has appointed it. Men often
new existence, go forth independent of all pride themselves on the power they possess ;
further support, may be judged from the but God controls them. He has made them
fact that men will listen to an original dis- free agents; and he bas given them great
course of the very lowest order of merit in physical power. Bat there are
many
preference to one understoodto be bor- things, both
intellectual and physical,
rowed from the greatest” of preachers. which they vainly strive to accomplish.

Then Low prodigal of power

must be that

preacher who voluntatily lays aside all the
advantages given by his presence and the
utterance of his own thoughts, and places
his discourse in the same position of weakness to which published disdourses are

intemperate zeal. Several books were written

necessarily

received in the providence of God. And then

Bunyan

was called a ‘‘ machiavelian ” a *“ man devilish ” and mauy like harmless names, which
must have rebounded upon
the writers,

brought

by the unavoidable intery ention

of

Sometimes they find great obstacles in the
wiy, like the rocky cliffs against which the
waves dash in fury.

things, very

And then again, little

little things, ‘like grains of

sand, produce insurmountable difficulties.
They strive to overcome them, but in vain.

The sea yields its pure water to the influ-

time and distance.
Among the rare books in the Bates Hall of
ence of the sun, and so God is constantly
Whether the editorial or imperial “we,” exerting an influence upon men, and overthe Bostou Pablic Library are the complete and afforded them little satisfaction when
the heat of the controversy was past.
‘'assumed by the many preachers in the rules all their conduct and motives, and
rectly estimate his obedience? In order to keep thought and to lead on the redson of this works of John Bunyan in two ponderous
To two of these books. Bunyan replied place of the more logical “I,” is a cause or causes them to tend to his glory. The sun
the second commandment how must we treat the
volumes, printed and bound in London in
person
to
a
better
apprehension
of
Christ.
first?
in a becoming and self-forgetful Christian
21. What did Jesus answer him? The meanThe Saviour will not stand as simply good 1767.-. They have the following descriptive spirit, in a very carefully prepared pam- aresult of the indefiniteness of a great is constantly exerting an influence upon the
ing of *“ If thou wilt be perfect”? Why did Jemany sermons, it is difficult to determine. sea, and drawing up its water from it. We
among sinful men.
¢¢ Why callest thou me title:
sus ask him so hard a thing? To what extent
Certain it is that they are almost tnvaridbly do not see it ascend; but it is constantly
The works of that Eiinent Servant of phlet entitled, ** Differences in Judgment
should we yield to God?
Luke 14: 33. How
good?” You know not the depth of that
Jesus Christ,” Mr. John Bunyan, Minister|: about Water Baptism no Bar to Commuoncompanions.
Indeed, the nonresponsible doing so. And it is only pure water which
should those who have .riches regard wealth? term.
You apply it to me as one on the of the
1. Tim. 6: 17-19. The evidence when property
Gospel, and formerly Pastor ofa ion.” In this he reiterates his opinion “we,” used by the speaker from a mistaken is thus taken up. The salt and all impurilow plain of goodness occupied by men; Congregation at Bedford,” with Copper- ‘That baptism will neither admit a man
is sn consecrat
Jesus?
hrist’s words on the young
he effect of
but goodness is an attribute of God. In Plates, ~ adapted to the. Pilgrim's Prog- into fellowship nor keep him there if he be sense of propriety for the singular number, ties which find their way into the sea, are
man? Why was.be sad?
When are riches binis sometimesto be taken, judging from the left ‘behind. And this' pure water,
thus
the Holy
War,
&c. The
Third a transgressor of a moral precept, snd that
drances
to piety? When are they helps to it? ?| that high sense of the word will you say of ress,
very
general
character
and
its
surroun
IEdition,
to
again
down
comes
which
clouds,
the
into
up
taken
are
° Can a covetous man be a Christian? Col. 8: 5. me *“ good master”?
now
added
The
DiDo you know me to
The Jesson to be derived from this incident?
Emblems and several other Pieces, a man who believeth in Jesus, and fulfill ings, as an actual plural. This of course in gentle rains which refresh the earth, in
be good as “God alone is good?” These vine
doth more glorify God
which were never printed in any other col- eth the royal law,
questions trace the meaning of the words lection. With a Recommendatory Preface, than he who keepdth ten thousand figura- was not the case with the minister, who the showers which fill up our springs; or
NOTES
AND
HINTS,
of Christ. He does not deny the attributes by the Reverend George Whitefield, M. A., tive laws.” He held that those believers unwittingly spoke of “om” wife, or with in the torrents which swell our rivers. And :
13. Those here described as “ brought of goodness, but says,
If good I am, then Chaplain to-the Right ‘Honorable the Coun. who had not received water baptism by the one whom I remember once to have all these confer benefits upon men, and the
tess of Huntingdon.
heard, while speaking in the most familiar creatures which dwell upon the earth. And
to Jesus” to be blessed, were not merely am I God.”
?
mmetion, had not been brought to view
manner of the roads, remarked *‘we found
We
confess
a
pleasure,
though
it
may
s0 God, the great Sun of the universe
children, but little children, so little tha t|
< Butif thou wiit enter into life, keep
the ordinance in the light that he himself enHe overthey were brought, not led, to Jesus, and | the commandments.”
The life referred to have its source in a somewhat superstitious joyed, but that they were his brethren still, it almost impossible to get here ourselves exert an influence upon men.
rales all the conduct and motives of men.
so little that, in speaking of them, Luke}is ¢ eternal life,” or salvation hereafter. reverence for what is old, in reading Bun- and - that the Scriptures commanded him this morning.”
If our preachers would take example He disposes all events, and brings out his
uses a word meaning babes. Hence, the To * keep the commandments” is 'to obey yan from the same volumes that “afford: to receive them as such though they were
ed spirifual instruction and counsel to the
from
the best orators of any. age or from own designs, and even the evil purposes of
avord
s of Jesus apply to all those lingering | them. This way to life was that in which
““ weak " in this particular point of ** faith.”
in the lap of infancy, as well asto children | the young ruler had sought to travel. By Wesleys and their coadjutors, to Whitefield, This pamphlet led to the publication of two the inspired word, this ‘element of weak- men are overruled for good. We see this
ness would soon be driven from our pul- in the cases of the brethren of Joseph, the
of a few more years than they. They wer € | works he had strived for the mastery of all Lady
other books by his opponents, which Bunpits. If the plural pronoun were to be enemies of David,-and Judas Iscariot and
‘brought by parents, brought because to© opposition, and the scaling of the high
yan answered under the (title of ¢ Peaceasubstituted for the singular, io all cases the leaders of the Jews. The evil that men
young to voluntarily go to Jesus, and by walls of heaven. When Christ gave t f¥eform, whose labors were fruiting in’ gold- ble Principles and True.”
where it is used in the first person in the do remains with them ; but whatever good
their paremts because they had confidence | reply he knew the history of this person, en harvests, a little more thana century
It is a thing to be regretted as an obsta*‘Oration on the Crown,” how insipid it they do, and
whatever good may be exin the goodness of Jesus, and viewed him and adapted his answer to draw from him ago.
John Bunyan, as is well known, was a cle to unity of feeling among Protestant would at once become. If the spirit of the tracted out
e evil, that God arranges
as a man ‘of unusual favor with God.. 1t a reply that would give occasion to show
churches, that the Baptists, as a denomiwas customary among the Jews to relig- the only true ground of acceptance with Baptist of catholic views and liberal princi- mation, have, unlike the Methodists, the speech of Patrick Henry before the Colonial for his glory, and for the good of his creationsly train their children, and by circum- God. The words of Jesus teach, not the ples, who believed that differences of opin- Congregationalists, and other Christian Conention had heen such as to admit of ures. - We may say with the Psalmist,
«cision these were included in the covenant | way of grace, but'of nature, to eternal life, ion and practiee in relation to Water bap- bodies, never been disposed to follow the a peroration like this, ‘We know not what. “Surely the wrath of man shall praise thee;
made to Abraham.
The parents wished to and were designed to prove that, by nat- tism, ought not to separate Christians at the examples and counsels of their noblest and course others may tuke, but as for us give the remainder of wrath shalt thou restrain.”
However large a portion of the things of
have Jesus *‘ put his bands on them and ural goodness, on which this young man table of the Lord. He practiced what is call- best preachers and theologians in respect us liberty or give us death,” Henry would
life men may have, their souls will rethis
never
have
become
the
first
orator
of
the
ed
open
communion in his own church, and
This was called blessing them. It relied, no man could be saved.
pray.”
to the Lord’s supper. An hundred years
nnsatisfied if they have only the things
main
Revolution.
To
change
in
the
same
manendeavored
by
powerful
secured to the -children the influences of
reasoning, gen- has wrought
18, 19. The question *‘ which?” reveals
but little change. The meeting
the closing. sentences~of Webster's of this life. But if they are partakers of the
Every Christian parent deprives the confidence of the ruler in his attain- tle persuasions and a meek and loving ex- of the Evangelical Alliance to-day finds ner
grace.
his child of much moral good who fails to raents in piety.
In replying to this inquiry, ample to induce his brethren in the minis- the denomination what it was a fall centu- reply to Hayne, would strip it of its power, grace of God in Christ Jesus, then while
be the most effectual protection striving to do the will of God, they may be
.do as these parents did. The disciples ** re- | Jesus did not name those which would eon- try to extend to all Christians the same ry ago, its influence narrowed and useful- and
against its mutilation by all the schoolboy sure that all will be well, for ‘all things
buked” those who brought these little ones vict the young man of fault. He did pot say hospitality of fellowship.
ness impeded by sectarian sentiment, and
work together for good to ther oy Jove
orators of the day.
While the views of Bunyan in this re- to Jesus, for they thought it a trouble to |+“Thou shalt have no other gods:before me.”
its men of broad thought and liberal feeling
God.”
spect
And
then
Paul,
who
never
feared
to
be
are
well
known,
the
reasons
that
led
Christ, superstitious, or at least, without re.’ “ Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with
in the minority.
called an egotist, how it would maim his
sults, and a serious interruption of our ‘all thy heart.” None of these command- him to adopt a broader basis of Christian
words of power to take away their personA Glasgow Sunday.
Lord’s discourse on lofty themes. Many | ments relates to our duties to God,but all to fellowship than-his denomination may not
be
familiar.
|
He
wrote
much
ality.
“‘I
would
to
God
that
not
only
thou
and
in
a
very
imitators, notwithstanding the mistake they | our duty to men. This distinction is real, yet
Personality in Preaching.
but also all that hear me this day were both
GrAsGow, Sept. 28, 1873.
—
Pr
committed, have they since had. Efforts | must notbe made indiscriminately. Relig- careful and elaborate manner on the subalmost and altogether such as 1 am, except « This morning, it seemed as if we had
to bring, in a spiritual sense, children t 0 | ion respects duties to God and man; mor- ject of open communion, and these essays
In no other profession is there such a
A.C. H.
got into
a new place, every think was so
Christ, have often been discountenanced as ality, duties to man alone. The final clause, or letters display his discretion and self- scope for the personal element as in that of these bonds.”
silent. Our lodgings are ou one of the
“ Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself,” restraint in a vexing controversy, his love the preaclier. The elient demands of his
unprofitable and needless.
chief business streets. of this very busy
Léssons from the Sea.
14. Jesus disagreed with his disciples. seems to be a samming up of the command- of truth for itself alone, and the powerful lawyer that he gain his case, and whether
‘
—
city, and from morning till nightit is
“He said ** Suffer little children and forbid | ments mentioned ; but disinterested bepevo- reasoning capacities of his logical mind.
this is done by fraudulent means or honorHaving become settled in his own mind
crowded with carriages of all kinds and
Probably
many
of
the
readers
of
the
Star
them not to come unto me.”
*¢ Suffer” | lence, such as it enjoins, will fail to appear
able is no coueern of his; it is not even
that it was wrong to make the table of the
descriptions,
and the noise is—something.
.
have
been
to
the
sea
coast
during
the
past
To *¢ suffer little children when its possession is claimed by mer who
means permit.
required that he have a personal belief in
Have they learned
anything But now it is a day of rest, and ‘the streets
to come? to Jesus does not mean to suffer | are not religious.
The test to which Christ Lord the table ofa creed, or to exclude the truth of what he utters; much l2ss any summer.
t a mile and
them to be baptized, for Jesus was not bap- | subjected this ruler, proved that he had not, ’ from it any whom Christ himself received, personal intgrest in impressing that truth there ?~ Probably most of those who went are deserted. In going
gow cathedral, we
tizing when be said these words, did not|« from his youth up” loved his neighbor as he published a pamphlet entitled «* A Con- tipon the minds of others. Ifthe cause be did so for rest or recreation; but that is no a half to the old
‘baptize a child of them ; neither is baptism | himself. By neighbor is meant our fellow- fessionof my faith and a Reason of my gained the i deh satisfied, even though reason why they should neglect to learn saw only two or three cabs and two or
practice,” which we find in’ fall in one of| the mext act may require the denial of whatever the circumstances suggested. three family carriages; but the sidewalks
Jesus, nor does it bring to Jesus. The lit- man. Luke 10: 29—37.
were. filled with well dressed people, all
the volumes we have deseribed. In this
-eral meaning of his words is plain. It is,
20. ¢ All these have I kept from my
all his previous statements. In the same Every thing around us contains lessons of
+ Let these parents present to me their lit- | youth up; what lack I yet?” This is not this he says, ‘““He that-hath communed
instruction, and the sea is full of sach les- evidently
bound for church. Our party
manner, if the physician is successful in
to worship ‘at the cathedral. 1t isa
sons.
The Psalmist says, ‘They that go went
‘tle ones.” But his words mean yet more. the challenge of a self-righteous and satis- with God, for Christ's sake, is as good and curing disease, no one thinks to inquire
business grand old building, finished 4n 1165, so
For an infant as for an adult to “ come to fied soul.
It is the inquiry of one who had as worthy of the communion of saints as whether he takes his own medicine in sim- down to the sea in ships, that do
of making it more than seven hundred years
ysought
Tog
the
peace of God by strict mor- thyself.” While he held water baptism by ilar cases or not; or whether desire for in great waters: These see ei
Jesus” in a way not literal, is to become:reJated to him as an object of his love, be-{ylity, and ad not found it. He was an ex- immersion to be the duty of the believer, reputation or a benevolent interest in his the Lord, and his wonders in the deep.” ‘old,and it looks as if at the end of another
Some of us have had this experience in the seven hundred years, it would be the same
Little children emplary youth. His character shone’ out he affirmed that baptism is no part of the
‘mevolence and salvation.
patients leads him to do his very best for present,or in past years. But if our knowl- as now.
‘then are provided for in the redemption of | brightly above that of almost any of hs Christian’s spiritual title to churchship,
their recovery.
The services were all simple ,and deedge of the sea is limited to a visit to the
Yet he lacked the peace but merely an outward emblem, and says,
Jesus, and on them, as members of the contemporaries.
But this is not the case with the preacher. beach, or to a short journey within sight of vout. The sermon, on the raising of the
kingdonr of heaven, God looks with love. of God. Something was needed, ii after expressly,—*‘ Baptism makes thee no memIt may be that the truths which he presents land, we have had enough to excite won- widow's son, was sweet and tender, hut
ber of the church,neitber particular nor uniHence let the apostles of Jesus treat them that he inquired.
are unquestioned, and that all the resources
“Of
der and admiration, and to lead to thought. ‘while we heard with our ears and felt
21. ¢ If thou wilt be perfect; ” that is, “If versal ; neither doth it make thee a visible
as included in the provisions of grace.
of bis’ mind are brought to bear in their The lessons to be learned are many.
Let with our hearts, our eyes had to ‘wander
such is the kingdom of heaven.” The re- you are sincere, and are as desirous of saint; it therefore gives thee neither right
unfolding ; yet if the hearer has reason to us glance at some of them.
and wander -up among the. pillars, and
To be perfect is nor being of membership at all,” <]Jf
vised translation, by the, Baptist Union, eternal life as you claim.”
believe the speaker insincere in motive, or
The sea, like man, is constantly receiving arches, and galleries, and rows of pictured
"renders this sentence *‘ for the kingdom of | to be complete. Hence, while Jesus ap- water baptism and the circumstances ‘with
experimentally * ignorant of the truths
ite The sea is constantly receiving glass windows, till they reached the shadheaven belongs to such.” Jt is the true|proved of all theMman had done, he shows which the churches were pestered of old,
which he may have presented with the hiey from the rivers. How numerous owy top. The music was vocal and conrendering, and. unfolds the meaning of the | him that he was not complete in his rela. trouble the peace, wound the consciences
greatest force, intellectually, the effort is
re. They come from far; many of gregational, no instrument except a violin
We muke a similar use tions to God. There ‘was more to be done. of the godly, dismember and break their
sentence clearly.
lost; the demand has not been met; the Hoge from very far, Back in the mount- to
give the keyncte at'the commencement,
of the possessive phrase, *‘ of him,” * of | He bad not shown a perfect love, but one fellowship, it’ is, although an ordinance,
preacher has failed in the one thing which ains; in some instances, thousands of miles and the wonderful volume of song, like the
Mark adds that for the present fo be prudently shunned for
them,” meaning his, theirs, or belonging that needed perfecting.
should distinguish him from all other smen, from the sea, these rivers take their rise, sound of many waters, filled the whole
to him, belonging to them. This makes the Christ *‘ beholding him Joved him,” and the edification of the church? “**
the
blending of the whole with the living and they pass on, taking other streams in place gloriously, while every word was
In closing his argument” he’ presents].
sentence teach
that the child-spirit qualifies then said, ‘ One thing thou lackest,” He
‘element
of personal experience.
their course, and notwithstanding numer: distingtly understood. The closing hymn,
om of heaven, and, whether had proceeded eorrectly in all respects but eighteen reasons why close or restricted
one for the kin
“Go
Truth
Tiegh all” around us in geveral ous obstacles in their way, they empty their
.
|
one,
and
that
was
submission
to
God.
communion
which
debars
Christians
who
found in old or foung, it inherits that king
“When gathering clouds. around I view,”
forms. Men have been evolying it, in the waters into the sea. And they do this every
dom.
The characteristic of little children and sell that thou hast, and give to, the have not been baptized in a particular way,
Mark 12:31.
’ 20. What did
Yyrompted him to

is trust,

and

by

trust

adults

are

The phrase * kingdom of heaven”

poor,

treasure in
does not | heaven ; and come and follow me.” Jesus
suppose, knew the avarice of his heart, and that
saved.

and

thou

shalt

have

from their ‘‘heayen born privileges,” isa light of individual experience, from. every,
thing which God’s hand has touched, ever
reproach to the church:
:

*¢ 1. It looks like a spirit of persedition.
here mean the church, as some
¢ 2, It respecteth more an outward form
else we must advocate thé church member | while honest: in all his dealings, he yet had
ship of infatits, and little children. Tt rath- not the spirit of benevolence in him, This than the spirit and power of godliness.
«3, This is to make laws where God hath
er mears that spiritual realm in which the | selling of goods,in other cases, would not
love of God flows freely over and through have been the true test to apply, for many made none, and to Je wise above what is.
the soul. The realm of redemption and a man is generous without true love to written.
God, It was the test for this rich ruler.
“4 Ttis a difectig of the spirit of God.
salvation is * the kingdom of heaven.”
15. The hands of Jesus were laid on lita] He ** had great possessions,” and they had |. “5. Tt bindeth all men’s faith and light
‘tle children, and the blessing of God given his heart. More thun God he loved them, to mine opinion.
“6. Tt taketh away the children’s bread.
‘to them: Let every parent look on his lif so that while he possessed them, they alse
“ 7. Tt ‘with-holdeth from them the inThis test would prove
le ones and rejoice that God loves them ’ possessed him,
ithat ‘Jesus ‘is proved to be their friend. whether God was the supreme object of his crease of faith. 1 4
+ 8. It tendeth to Harden the hearts of
Mark says, * He took them up in his arms, regard or not, and for this reason Christ
the wicked.
Loud
put his hands on thet and blessed them.” demanded it of him.
#9.
It
tendeth
to make wicked the heatis
By
‘“
treasure
in
heaven”
Jesus
meant
the
Hence,to put the hands on the head anc
Ba.
in the Scriptures, to bless, The « eternal life”of ‘which this person spake: of weak Christians:
10. It setteth open a door. to femplaon of hands denotes, ‘not dedication , | He uses the word *‘ treasure” to point a
tion!
contrast
between
earthly
and
heavenly
This
"but the invocation of God's favor,

rithes. Matt, 8:

event oceurred: in Perma, as Josus was on

a

io pis

met, +i
{Lf
2s

ux tb the {! root; 1 the tree.”

ne done
ina sls

eqs Hive oh

iil Wor vf ied ihn

:

20. * The following of

t was not the thiig at
rarer ‘stumbled.
Allow
‘his *¢ great possessions” and
gladly attended our Lord.
j

J
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since men have existed. Facts have been
presented to us, not with the absolute

symmetry of a perfect mind, but with those
élements made prominent which have. entered most largely into the life of the teach-

er.

We have been lovking at them

as the

explorers, wishing to ‘locate some umapproached mountain peak, survey, it in
turn from all points of the compass.
The
cold, calculated, unexperienced facts of religion are as tastéless and as uninteresting
to us, as are the questions

and

answers

of

‘the child's geography to one who has every
object mentioned there already impressed
vpon his mind with the vividness of persona} recollection.

It is the duty and privilege of the preacher to be in one sense a creator; in fact, he
“11. It tempioth the devil to fall upon must be this if he would be a true % preachthose ; that, are Kione, and have none toleer. « He is to take cold, naked facts, lifeless
in themselves and incapable of giving life
help them.
£12. It is the nursery of all vain jang- to others, and fuse and ‘mold them in the

which this in‘him to retain
he would have
+Cuiatpuy the lings, back-bitings, and strangeness Among fires of his own inner life, till ‘he gan draw
Christians.
st

i

{iy

them forth, ‘glowing -and radiant,
boa

gd,

Vi

ecenters

day and every hour of the day,—constantly.
Then thousands of ships are at all times

the ocean ; and accidents are, constantly
curing to these; and the treasures Pig
contain are constantly added to its ‘wealth.
So man 18 constantly receiving.’ All creatures are under his control, and he receives

from them service, food, clothing, and ornament.

The earth yields its

his benefit. Even

disasters

.products

for

contribute to

was sung to a charming

tune and with a

real heart pathos.
About half the way home,

we sat

down

to rest on a seat in King George's square,
a little park in front of the Post Office, A
great many people were in the park, sit

ting, standing and walking, but all

quiet,

except two little fellows who stepped up
and down the base of the Queen’s monument a little . lively, but

a

stern looking

his advantage. Many of the ‘gifts he re: police officer stepped up and pointed bis
ceives come a long way, like the rivers from forefinger at them in a way that stopped
the distant mountains, but they reach’ nis,
and he is benefited by them,
1
The sea like men is constantly: infu.
ing, and ever restless. Go to the sea whén
you will, you are ‘sure to hear its murmuf¥;
Its bounds are wide, and it covers two
thirds of the surface of the earth, It teems
with life, and is full of treasure. But it
murmurs and murmurs, 18 if it were conplaining. - And it is restless, never still.
rolling backwards and forwards, wave

following wave, as if impatient of ' control,
and desiring what it has not, And 80 men

murmur at the arrangements of God’s provWL

them instantly,

We came home at last through the” sine.
quiet streets, and could not help contrast-

ing this church-going ‘Sunday with our last

in New York ; and as we called to mind the

ragged, ‘neglected chil-

n that swarmed some

ood

{brough,

of the streets we

the contrast was all in

favor of Glasgow.

© God help our churchesat home ko carry

on ‘the home mission work,
One gu

Tr

to God is better than

thousands merely moralized.
190
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At

a mo-

ment’s notice we were thus separated from
more than half the ship’s company.
We were now in a critical condition,

The Cathedral of the Old World repre-

without

grandeur
sents stability. Massiveness and
look down on the beholder; standing be-

boats,

unchors

or

hawsers;

there was no time for reflection,

but

as the

water was Fulvio
Sach and would soon
fore their towering walls and lofty spires, reach the furnace
in spite of the bilze
the eye ranges from part to part baffled, in pump, which was all this time at work, asvaitness of sisted
the
the attempt. of measuring
by the alleyway pump, and if we
the structure, “So did I stand before the could not start the deck pumps it was eviThe
glants of Strasbourg and Cologne, over- dent that the vessel dl go down,

powered by their storied greatness, which
swelled in the springing arch, leaped in the
tapering turrets and broadened in the ex-

ice aroundus was fine broken ‘rush,’ which

no-

the pumps, we thawed them sufficiently to
enable
us to keep the water
m
gaining, and never did wen use their

tending buttress.

all points reality

nowhere weakness,

Time falls

pretenses,

i

superfic

where

would

pack foiled in his attempts to appropriate
the walls; they grow grey, the ciambering

strength

pendant branches from garmosses make their homes

vine trails its
goyle and cornice,

on the Gothic intricacies, and

the granite

which

—but still they stand fast, defying the ele-

these

which

in

Cologne,

At

additional aid we

were

enableeb

to

position a few miles north of

Littleton Island in Smith's Siraits, We had
drifted abreast of Sunderland Island, at the
head of Baffin’s Bay, during
the night.
The gale had then subsided, and it was
shortly afterward quite calm. We looked
from the masthead of our vessel for our
companions on the floe, but could not see
anything of them whatever. The current
must have taken them in a different direction from the course the wind took us.

edifices

majestic

with more energy than we did on

we found our

But the massiveness of these royal struc'ures, the painful, careful outlay of years
and skill, only hinted to me of a superior
grandeur

By

keep her afloat.On the morning of the 16th

ments, clanging their chimes out year after
lemuing in the
year, their architecture
sunshine, or moodily dripp ng in the rain.

typed and symbolized.

of a man,

that occasion. It was evident we could
not last long at the work, but fortunately
just then the engineers reported steam up by

somber countenance

stones assume 4 weary,

pot bear the weight

this tine the water in
the boiler was hot,
and by pouring several bucketfulls. down

Everywhere solidity ; at

trasbourg, by Westminster Abbey 1 felt
‘my heart stirred not alone by the wondrous
nd ohjects which
accumulation of the
art and wealth had piled in overwhelming
satiety, but my pulse beat high in another

About
noon a breeze

sprung

up

from

the

north, and, opening a lead in-shore to the
and greater thought; all this was done by: east, the vessel at this time began drifting
the ingenuity, handwork and action of out of the Straits again, By the-aid of
He did this, Twas his skill" that steam and sail I took advantage of the
man.
carved the saint, sprung the arch, lifted lead when opened wide enough to admit
painted

turrets,

the

circled

picture,

the

me and ran the vessel as

the walls, and endowed empty space with
beanty.
massive strength and marvelous
Majesty fook orm and worship enthroned
her invisible lagents there in tangible crea:
tions.
And why was all this performed ? From

of coyeting more

But I see men

at

represents

of the

root

in

World,

Old

from the gliding river, its

truest significance
but mas-

massiveness of material form,

not

then,

Here

Not so much
siveness of spiritual faith.
beauty and rare aspects of splendor, as
Such
beauty and rich affluence of soul.
ficence is form, the substance behind
m

is that'unquenchable trust io the divine paternity whereby martyrs have been given
power to bear fire, and the

living

pev in the refectory

received

pavements lie the bodies of honored dead.
The effigies of Dukes, Kings and Heroes
repose calm and solemn in the dusky light
interior.

the

of

in

crypts spread the sarcophagi of the entombed, who have either worn in life the
titles of nobility, or ‘won renown in some
of the world's business. You
de
step on the tablets, many now

worn smooth

ow, around, beneath are the

of

away, you sit by the tombs in the pews, and
lace your hymn-books on the stoves; bethe

Waorshiping

‘dead.

memories

together

throng

And, now, as the boy gazed
thing of awe upon the great

looming up in the shadbws

people

mighty

cents.

the str

sepmed

A series of caricatures now
Vienna represents the Austrian

some

great uncouth

velous child.

.

Luxury ; France, with a man’s

the

departed.

One

the

one of these chapels, that called by

the Seventh, an author has said, “It is the
admiration of the universe; such inimita-

ble perfection appears in every part of the
whole composure, which looks so far exceeding human excellence, that it appears

knit together by the fingers of angels, pur.
suant to the direction of Omnipotence.”

Shall Linention some of the illustrious dead
who sleep in this sacred place? There is
Chaucer, the morning star of our literature ;
Dryden, Goldsmith, Addison, Prior,

and

for

others

South-

poets.

uncanny name of “Zeitungschreiberie.”
:
ial

Don’t

the

mar-

but each

The Pplaris Survivors.
which has recently arrived have striking
experiences to report. ‘The full account
hereafter, but

will be furnished

the follow-

ing brief statement by Dr. Buddington

can

bardly be read Without a curdling of the
blood :
The two

AH
native Esquimaux

darting from

a

An anonymous writer, generally supposed to be the Rev. Henry Ward Beecher,
after describing how, when a boy, he stole
a ocaonon ball from the Navy Yard at

Oharlestown, Mass., and with much’ trepi-

dation and move headache, carried it away
had their
itr that universal pocket of youth—his hat,
wives, children and effects on the floe, it
s—
reflection
to them, as'it did indeed to all ol winds np with the following
seeming
phically
‘philoso
‘though
two
which,
remaining
ons
reflecti
ud, the safest place. |Our
to a secure place alongside of trite, are in this manner conveyed with
hauled baci
:
5
ee
the, proyisions. , Sufficient provisions and
freshness ep a

fuel to Jast all winter were put on the, ice,

together| with musk ox skins, bedding and
t What was ‘oh our
clbthing
alte
bodies. At half-past 9 the floe suddenly
_ brokj; that part to whioh the vessel was
" made’ fast breaking away from the main
.
body.

:

Hh

With the exception of a few

are historic are identified with some one
achievement, upon which all their life-force
is spent. You think of Watt and instantly
is suggested; of Arkthe steam-engine
wright, and the Spinyia penny whirls befove you; of Davy, and the safety-lamp
lights up the mine; of Harvey, and the
blood courses the more quickly in“ your
veins; of Jenner, and you see disease” stayed in its progress by the pricking of a lancet; of Morse, and the electric spark is seen

A Cannon Ball in the Hat.

The portion of the crew of the Polaris

the

continent to confinent,

ready,

like Puck; to * put a girdle round the earth
in forty minutes.” Whatever I have tried to
dv in my life, said Charles Dickens, I “have
tried with all my hear: to do well. Whatever
I have devoted myself to, I have devoted
myself to completely. Neverto put one
hand to anything on which I. would not
throw my whole self,and never to affect depreciation of my work, whatever it was, 1
tind now to have been golden rales.”

to he effectual, it needs, concentration

tion will be Tost or nseless.
Angelo was. asked why.

he replied, # Paintin

my wife, and mj

is

works are my children.”

laughs

at me,” gaid

a

When Michael

¥did not marry,

"¢ Mr. ‘A. often

learned

American

chemist, * because I have but one idea.’ He
talks about everytbing,—alms to; excel iu

a:

knot in

furnished

to

both

J. S. BROWN, A. B., Principal.
Miss

French and Music extra.

Soa
rates.

and Rooms

Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 13, 1874.
:
Primary Studies,
Common English,
Higher English
Latin and Greek,

Penmanship, 15 Lessons,

of Lyndon Center, and

Tuition $3.50 to

and a memiser of the senior

WARREN

FOSS, Seédretary.

HAMPTON

A. B. MESERVEY,
assoclates,

A.

cA

Vacation two weeks.

_ =

This Institation offers to

ii

LAPHAM

weeks.
nday, April 27, 1874.

July 2, 1874.

For farther particulars, apply to the Prmcipal,

or

North

presenting the Corps of Teachers to the attention of
guardians and the public, as eminently
parents and

under the instruction of
G. W. FLINT,A. B,, Principal.

AED

C. GILMAN,

Assistant.

FLINT,

Teacher of Instrumental
‘
[Music.
I. G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music.
The course of studies in this schcol embraces
everything necessary to fit one for college or a practical business life,

pernicious

0 morals, common to large villages and cities.

Common

management

Higher

take

great pleasure in

fit scholars for every honorable

:

English,

'"

Languages,

LIFE

“a

-

~~

Use of Piano,

-

-

.

$4.50

*5.00

=

=

-

5.50

#

6.00

RE

|.0

2.00

Good board can be obtained in private families at
$3.00 pe week. Those wishing to hoard themselves

can obtain good rooms near the Academy.
ELIHU HAYES, Secretary.
West Lebanon, July 29, 1873.
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AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
L OF PENNSYLVANIA.
AGRICULTURAL,

if

SCIENTIFIC

CH, D.D.
lived in Bible times and

“It

ye.”

** It pleases, fronts,

how to Wve in all times.

is precious
as gems.” *‘It glows with living
light en evary
page.” The style is fu
d flowing, cléar and sparkHng.
nts sold of the aughor’s former works, *Nigh-

Ten Professors und Instructors,

Not sectarian;but

surpassed

in healthfulness,

thoroughly Christian.
Looation can not be

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.

ear
Expenses only $176 for Coley
scenes,” and “Our Father's House.” nearly 100,0 0 coplet including Tuition, Boarding, Washing,
aach. They should now. canvass‘ the same territnr fos
and use of heavier Furniture,
mend for
‘Homo Life,” his latest and best: work. | £
everr
n,
$ and Llorgymen in
Young Men, Ladies,
For
Dd Rue or further intormatio
tery
of
RY
-)
pi
om
. J. CALDER, D. D., or the
SORUSYs Send Zh HOLE
preset
vitory.

Tis ;

1
L

CA

(pant

J

%

074 Math St. intel]
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Divi
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(EFA. | HORACE WATERS & SO

A Great Offa MiSs 0 6 5d
8pO

Pia

‘

re

gaan, of first-clas Anes, Rokodeshs tid ¢ a

very low prices for cash, or part cash, and
»alance in small monthly installments. New ¥-o( tae.
Arst class MPiamon, modern improvements
for
#275 cash. The Waters Concerto ¥: rl ye
®rgans are the most ‘beautiful in style and perf ¢
. 148
nm
tone ever mada. Illustrated Catal
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The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conference, can now be had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, of
4 cents each for two
ders are solicited

or more

copies.

Or-

58 JANK W. HOYT, A. M.,

P, 0., Center Co... Pa,

JAY

AN : IN GENESIS AND

IN GEOLOGY¢

or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creation
tested by Scientific Theories of his rif and Anti.
quity.

Joseph

one vol.,

12mo,

P.

THOMPSON,

Price, $1.

D. D., LLD-

Will be

post, on receipt of price, by

sent prepaid

'

I. D. STEWART.
a

hd

| CHRASTIAN
BAPTISM
This little book has been revised by the autnor,.4s
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and
presepts
a very comely
appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family.
Let every pastor and church-mem
ber have a copy of this newly revised and useful
book. Price, in cloth, only 25 6t8.; 1m paper covers
15 cts. Postage extra; on the former, 4 cts. on the
Intter 2 cents

Life of Wm. Burr.

A pew edition of the Life of Wm. Burr is now out’
of press. The price has been reduced from $i 00 to
7b cents, and will be sent postage paid on receipt of
that sum.

and
CLASSICAL.

By DANIEL]
)
This work teaches how men

Scituate, R. L., July 10, 1873.

dd.

Instramental Music (20 lessons),

fron

and

INSTITUTE.

position

:
TERMS:

Middle

important

i

laces of resort conducive to idleness and

She

students

TREATISE.

The FALL TERM of this Institution commenced
Tuesday, August 19, 1873, and continue eleven weeks,

MRS. M. E.

COLLEGE,

The’ FALL TERM, of 14 weeks,
commenced on
Wednesday, Aug. 20, 1873.
Complete courses of study for both sexes.
G. H. RICKER, Prin.

LEBANON
ACADEMY.
LOCATED AT WEST LEBANON, ME.

CLARA A., oldest daughter of Bradley C.
Bean, died in Candia, July 11, aged 12 years and
She was a very constant attendant
7 months.

AGENTS

and culture. The public lectures ot Shes institutions
A, M. JONES, Sec.
are invaluable.

peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for a Circular to
.
wh
REV. Wi COLGROVE, A. M., President.

For beauty of scenery, healthfalness and comfort,
this location is unsurpassed. It is free from those

price.

the College and Toeologieal School, affords advantages of association with students of a higher rank

WEST VIRGINIA

:
E.C,
LEWIS, Sec. Trustees.
New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1874.

Miss SARAH

Greek.

and

FLEMINGTOY, TAYLOR CQ,, WEST VIRGINIA.

Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 2, 1874.
Spring Term closes Friday, April 10, 1874
Summer Term closes Thursday,

Latin

Ancient G
aphy, Ancient History, Algebra and
Geometry.|
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,
scanning, &e. The location of the school so near

“Vacation one week.

Vacation
Summer Term begins

The schoo¥

sexes.

in

faithtully drilled

‘students are

with eight
fo

Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 17, 1878.

SCHOOL.

ness m doing their work is secured from both teachers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where so many kinds of work are done. "The

5

LENDAR:

LATIN

being composed of only one‘department, a thorough-

Four terms of
.

Winter Term sloses Friday. Jan. 23, 1874.

often prayedin secret and attended the various
In her sickness she was commeans of grace.
presence. ‘At-one time
forted by the Sayiour’s
she thought she had been-among the angels, and

and

3

Collega, and it is open for both

Fall Term begins Mogday, August 25, 1873.
Fall Term closes Friday, October 31, 1873.

life.

country,

ants.
The special work of this school is to fit students for

INSTITUTION.
M., Principal,

Six regular courses for both sexes.
ten weeks each.
;

|-

3w3l

HANNAH, wife of Daniel Bean, died in Candia,
She joined the F.
April 4, 1873, aged 82 years.
Baptist church in Candix in about 1810. In the
earlier days of her Christian experience. she
was an earnest worker for Christ, and she and
ber husband were associates of Elder Moses
During the last 25 years of her life her
Bean.
reason was dethroned, brought on by a series of
afflictions. She died quietly while sitting in her
chair, and passed, as we all trust, to her reward.

sought and found the pearl of great

NICHOLS

$2.50 to $3.50.

yuslified to

ofthe

L.G. JORDAN, A.M. Priticipal,
with three Assist

$5.00.

Center Strafford, N. H., July 17, 1873.

in

of the uni-

‘ CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.

class of Bates College.

ad-

midst

Lyndonville.
yndon Center. Vt.. 1873.

Rooms can be had for those wishing to board
one | themselves.
GEORGE C. PEAVEY, President.
sus-

at Sabbath School, exhibiting an interest in

the

at the same time removed
from the activities and
temptations which tend to divert the attention and
corrupt the morals of the young in our cities.
For further particulars, ‘address the Principal at
Lyndon Center, or I. W. SANBORN, Secretary, at

ACADEMY,

OTIS T. MAXFIELD

Months before her death
vance of her years.
she was led to feel her need of a Saviour, and

in

easily accessible from all Jats

E. S. TASKER, Secretary.

present

is

versally admired hill scenery of Vermont. The Lys
donville station, on the Passumpsic railroad, is but
ten minutes walk from the Institution. It is thus

address the Principal, or

The

F

School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village

$450
= B80
Ce
TROD
- 650

The Fall Term of ten weeks will commence Tuesday. Aug, 19, 1878, under the instructions of MR.

deeply
husband
hours of health. Her
her
mourns his loss, but he can not but feel that * all
Her babe was laid
is well” with his ** beloved.”
in the same grave with its mother, where both
a
morn.
await the Resurrection

-

LOCATION :

10, 1873.

:

-

The new, commodious builang, ample in its arrangements,
recently
erected
for the use of the

particulars

NEW

-

ergymen’s children and students relying on
their own exértions for an education, received at re<
is
;
duced tuition.
Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in families; in clubs at
lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding. ;

N. H., Aug.

J. G. MUNSEY.

TUITION :
-

Instruction on Guitar, _
Vocal Music,18 Lessons,

For further

Board

-

French (extra), .
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex‘ra),

can be obtained at reasonable

: AUSTIN

CALLEY, Precepiress.

CALENDAR:

Northwood,

3,

Lizzi

Fall Termof 13 weeks, begins August 26, 1873.
‘Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins
mber 2.1873.

10

-

VT.

M188 MARY C. BRADFORD, 43
Miss MARY E. MOREY, Music.
Miss ELLEN A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

sexes, at moderate

1873.

ENSTITUTION.

CENTER,

Faculty :

Send for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.

' Primary Branches, Common English,
wel.
Higher English,
si
ele
Classical,
-

the grave, which had been a favorite with her in

the ‘sweetest and most beautiful flowers

or work, his finest concop-

LYNDON

Wi
ent is fully completed, at an expense

are

LITERARY

Wax

The tuition will be as follows :

MRS. ETTA A., wife of Edmund R. Ingalls,
died in Candia, Sept. 25, aged 27 years and 3
months. Also Sept. 28, infant son of the same,
Some. years ago Mrs. Ingalls
aged 3 days.
started on the Christian way, but being naturally retiving in I r mauners, and lacking confiprodence in hersc 1, she ager made a public
er goodness showed. itfession of rel. ;ion.
self more fully in the inner circle of home" life
Her virtues were
than in the outside world.
Her
known best to her most intimate [riends.
When
joyous.
and
peaceful
were
closing hours
her husband came to tell her that she could not
live, she received the message calmly, and talked
about dying as composedly as a person would
She felt, as she ‘said, that
talk about a journey.
«+ Jesus could make a dying bed feel soft as
She selected the person to
downy pillows are.”
take charge of her funeral, arranged for the
funeral service and chose & hyma to be sung at

marksman who ais at the whole
aim. The
target will seldom hit the center. The literary man or philosopher may revel amongol
great thought

LYNDON

In-

Pastel,

NORTHWOOD
SEMINARY.
' The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will commenced WEDNESDAY, Sept. 17, 1873.
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.
Miss CLARA E. CASWELL, Preceptress.

church, where he remained a member until
death, leaving an evidence in his ‘last sickness

and

thought, but unless he gathers and condens
es the sweets in the honeycomb of some

Ridgeville, Ind., July 18, 1873.

SEMINARY.

Whitestown,N. Y., June 4,

may

if }
‘many things; but I have learned that play
uch force and
must
I
breach,
#
make
to
ever
wislt
to
"*/ \Wheh I veached home, I'had nothing
my guns contiuually upon oné point.”life “Hias
e
to Showit
g
db with my shot. I did not dar
and gunnery was successful. Beginnin
puring ovel
in the house, nor tell where I got it;
an obscure schoolmaster, and
it
gave
I
rolls,
a pineafter one or two solitary
Silliman’s Journal by the light oflomg
peraway on the same day to a Prince-streeta log cabin, he was ere
er.

stitution

rates.

‘came back, herself an angel, to her friends who
have the most dazzling tal- stood around her bed. Th early in life her
many
are scattered upon
lans and those of her parents were changed,
ents, but. it they
ut we think of her us among the spirits of bliss,
objects, he will accomplish nothing. Sir
inn nobler service than ¢ould have been
Joshua Reynolds used to say that a painter engaged
N. C. LOTHROP,
permitted her on earth.
must
he
is,
that
;
mouth
his
should sew up
4
in
excel
would
he
it
not shine as a talker,
bis art. Strength is like gunpowder,—

A man

8t 25th,
e enla

Re-

Oct.

For Catalogue apply to
z
WM. REED, Sec. & Treas.

2.25

Pen-Drawing,

Crayoning,

$10.00°

at the regular rates.

of over $50,000; and the facilities of a first class in-

to

He leavés a wife and
‘of his hope in Christ.
son to mourn his death.
May God’s grace

great creative minds, the men whose names

clutching the keys above with his little
hands, gathering handfuls of those wonder-

ft

Ys

and

A

{

tain ih this hour of affliction.

25, 1874.

2.50

Penmanship,
-Penciling,

Music, twenty lessons,

Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00
Vocal Music, twenty lessons,
1.50
Penmanship, fifteen lessons,
150
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at reasonable
rates. Students may enter school at any time of the
term, paymg from such time to the close of the term:

. The 32d Academical year of this institution opened

INGERICK.

Belmont,

in

4.60
3.00
2.80-~

EXTRA CHARGES,
Instrumental

2.00
10 00

WHITESTOWN

in

the

/

Flowers, &c., each extra.
wy
Location.
f
The Building, one of the finest in the State, is romapsically, siuated amidst the highest mountains
and granddst scenery of Vermont.
Theology.
A special effort will be made, by the Principal, to
Jfepire those students who may have the
Gospel
Ministry in view, by furnishing them every
assistance
i lis power towards the prosecution of theological
udies,
.
For further particulars, address the Principal at
Waterbury Center, Vermont.
83tf

MR. GEO. W. EDGERLY died in Gilmanton,
Bro.
Oct. 11, aged 35 years and 11’'months.
Edgerly {a his heart to Christ several years
united with the Lower Gilmanton
| ago, and.

Forces,

talent;

Book Rueopings
struction

to

died

upon

J. W.

LL LI

special

moved

to the church

their backs

Opens Feb.

Use of Piano and Organ,

and was well known
For about2 years before

Mg.. JoaN Copp died in
aged 81 years and 3 months.

The successful man in every calling, whether
literary, scientific,or-business,is he who is totus in illo,— who can say with Paul, “This

one thing 1 do.”

useful

12 weeks.

Board couiiveiianransansnnssrnasiannrnns

MYRTIE, infant daughter of Preston and Viola
Anderson, died in Pittsford, Mich,, Oct. 5, 1873,
aged 20 months,
* ls it” well with the child?’
and she answered, * It is well.”
4
L. A. CRANDALL.

mastery of successful men consists in adroitly keeping themselves where and when that
turn shall need oftenest to be practiced.

-pet-

of

his

has

and

WARRINER

deemer,

perfection. A man, says Emerson, is like a
bit of Labrador spar, which has no luster as
you turn it in your hand, until you come
to a particular angle; then it shows deep
and beautiful colors. ‘There is no adaptation or universal applicability in man;

rified with amazement.
There stood the tiny figure, treading
from pedal to pedal, and at the same time

murmur

God and never turn

and direct his utmost energies to bring it to

roar-

He was

:

French, extra,.....e...
Instrumental Music,.....

Sabbath before he died he exhorted the church
in prayer meeting to be faithful to the cause of

Every beginner in life should try to ascertain the ‘strong faculty of his mind or
body, fitting him for some special pursuit,

wind harp, aud all was still.

.

:

Your

Scatter
Be

scaved look over his shoulder into the dark:
ness of the aisle.
«It is a miracle! said another. Bul
when the oldest of their number mounted

ment in'the air, like the last

\

farious-

1y, and the iniquity she represents bears the

ful chords as if they, were violets, and flingQueen Elizabeth, Edward the. Confessor,
ing them out into the solemn gloom behind
VII. and his Queen,
Henry 11I., Henry
him. He heard nothing, saw nothing, beCharles 11., Mary deen of Scotts, among
sides; his eyes beamed like stars, and his
that
the royal names. - And not to make
whole fage lighted with impassioned joy.
tedious which must be so owing to the long Louder and fuller 1o%e the harmonies,
list, if entirely recounted, let it be said, steaming forth in swelling billows, till at
here lie the remains of England's famous lags they seemed to reach a sunny shore, on
characters, here is the epitome of her glory which they broke; and then a whispering
to be found.— Fitchburg Reveille.
ripple of faintest melody lingered a mo-

Gray—these

ey,

sits

America

ou a pile of Pab. Docs., seriobling

the first one of the monks, drawing closer
and giving a
to one of his companions,

stood

*

$7.00

Room rent, per term, from
2.00
to
Board, per week, in private families,
ig
Ed
clubs, about

/

Common Engligh,.....eeeeiiiviiinniinn, $5.50
Latin and Greek, extra
1.00

any single

his death he was nearly blind a part of the time.

cancan, and is
is a wild pet

a mountain side, as Laziness;

3

the stairs to the organ front, he

was strong.

which
he belonged,
throughout the
Q. M.

the

in

a glass of champagne

dances a decollele
Spain
Immodesty;

ScotPetroleuse, and represents Anger;
land is a bonnie lass, dropping to sleep on

of the

Henry

and

hand

other,
called

Warriner

WILLIAM ‘ LOMBARD

one

in

to

areinadmissible.

to William

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,

:

Taition:

Stony Fork, April 26, 1873, aged 51 years and 18
days.
Brother Wariner was the oldest son of
William and Lucy Warriner, was born in Mass.,
converted when a young man in the town of
Wheeler, N. Y., at an early age felt divinely
commissioned to enter the ministry, and he
often held religious meetings. But worldly
cares intervened and he gave up the work.
He
possessed an uncommon gift for prayer and exhortation. His attachment to the F.- Baptists

represents Pride; England is a scrawny
emale seated on a cotton bale, and is called Avarice; Russia goes skating and
scowling by under the name of Envy;
Tarkey loll on a sofa, a fat odalisque, as

The monks, eating their supper in the
refectory, heard the tones and ' drdpped
Abster
Westmin
is
uiost interesting places
knife and fork “in astonishment. The orIt is a vast burial place, ganin of the brotherhood was among them;
bey, London.
to
e
where art has wreathed its sculptur
ut never had he played with such power
diminish the solemn oppression of the and freedom, They listened; some grew
cluster. there !
What memories
scene.
pale; others crossed themselves; till the
What historic dust reposes in that ancient prior rose up, summoned all his courage,
names
whose
men
Abbey! The remains of
and hastened into the chapel. The. others
are deathless, whose fame will be known followed, but when they looked up into the
as lopg as the English language is spoken, organ-loft, lo! there was no form of any
they sleep the last rest beneath this vener- organist to be seen, though the deep tones
able Yoo " Ohapel succeeding chapel fills still massed themselves in new harmouies,
in dewse array of quaint and rich Sarviugs and made the stone arches thrill with their
Of
the spaces at one. énd- of the edifice.
‘It is the devil himself, cried
power.
and

thediving

married

Prus-

hat

Verses

SPRING TERM,

York State, from thence to Stony Fork, where
she was converted under the labors of Eld..Samuel Wire in the year 1820. With others holding
Free Baptist sentiments, she helped to make the
first Freewill
Baptist church established in
Tioga county, Pa. The country being new, with
no convenient place of worship, her bease was
always open for preaching and prayer meetings, and many a weary ambassador of the cross
found a welcome to her humble cottage.
She
reared a family of 8 children, all of whom embraced Christ at an early age. Five of them
have gone to that better land. Rest, aged saint,
thy toils are o’er.
.

sia, a haughty dame resting upon & sword,

the somber
The organ

creature,

N

AKE, Teacher of German and

EXPENSES.

Faculty:

G. T. Bwasey, L. A. Butterfield, E. C. Smith, Miss
f Abbie Lyon.
Calendar:
FALL TERM, 13 weeks. Opens Sept. 2, 1873.
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens
Dec. 2, 1873.

wishing obit-

Lucy WARRINER died in Dellmar, Nov. 8,
1872, aged 79 years and 7 months.
The subject
of this notice was born in Mass,, March 29, was

popular in
idea of the

besetting sins of the great powers.

unfail-

ing for very joy at the caresses of the

prices,

obituary.

Austrian Caricatures.

pedals, and trod them as though he had
never needed to have their management
How the deep tones woke
stillness of the old church!

Barbers

of their

since the raising

Persons

single square can well be afforded

classes can not get work at any price.

Well pleased, the father complied. Then
Wolfgang pushed aside
the stool, and
wheu father Mozart had filled the great

explained.

Rs or act as sutiers, do not average

get five cents for hair cutting and two-andServants at hoa-half cents for shaving.
tels get from three to eight dollars a mouth.
Servant-girls in private families often get
Sometimes these
but ten dollars a year.

great,

upon

from

often work

men

In Sweden,

in Berlin,

lay.”

stood

wages are somewhat higher. In
silk region and in Italy, they often
more than ten cents. In the
Germany ten cents is the comWomen there often get but five

more than three or four per cent.

ing and the unfailing shadow at its side.
+ Father,” said the boy, ** explain to me
those-pedals at the organ’s feet, and let me
|.

bellows, the eMin organist

Miss k. ANNIE

Rev. R. H. Tozer, A. M., Principal.
Mis. E. C. Smith, Prin¢ipal Ladies’ Department,

equal to ten cents a line, to insure an insertion.
Brevity is specially important.
Not more than a

Berlin were hired to knit stockings ifor the
soldiers for five cents. The. profits of the
poor he keep petty shops, sell trinkets in

day's scenes had showéd him—life and
death, present and past; the peaceful river
and the deserted ruin ; the sunshine

m any of the
Great Britain,

i

publishedin the Morning Star, who do
not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

Daurevening, and do not get any more.
ing the late war many poor women in

the

which

3

Miss M. E. Prentiss, Assistant.

PARTICULAR NOTICE!

to | uaries

four o'clock in the morning till nine in_the

pipes—tones

beauty

Ser len commences
BATCHELDER, A. B,, Rrincip
KINGSBURY
CYRUS JORDAN
M. Associate Principal.

MANUFACTURING CO., 1%Ph

;

GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
f¥ ¢ WATERBURY CENTER, VT.

Obituaries.

many

so

in European countries manage

where the
the Tyrol
do not get
country in
mon pay.

which, if once awakened, could give . utierance to all that voiceless

CHEMICAL
vufode

A SON

thing—

but that

wages fora working man
European countries, except

figure expressed a wondering
hat tones must even now be

slumbering in those

Noticed.

I have noticed that all men are honest

scrape ¢nough money together with which
to seek more profitable fields of labor: Sixtv—cents a day is considered good

empty church, his face lit up with serene
satisfaction, and every motion and attitude

of the little
reverence.

Old Man
Be

—

rapid,

tion is not more

with someinstrument,

of the

an

After reading such - statements as
the
following, the wonder is, not that emigra-

when

into

What

¥

’

je

eeks.

.
wanted everyeye Fall term commences Aug. 4 21, 1873.
ESS Auchis nied
nter term commences Nov, 6, 1873. |
te. Article needed in ev
iy profitable and i
iy bro , sells to great satisfaction. AddressJrrpeu- | SPring term commences ¥eb. 5, 1874 Spm 2s, 1a:

in Europe.

—

distance

cloister,

father Mozart took Wolfgang
chapel to see the organ.

The churches of the Old World are cemecDeep down in the caverns of their
tayies.

treasured

of the

can _enjoy,

doing the same

Wages

blue with fathomless shadow, and its loneliness and stillness stirring the boy’s heart
like some dim and vast cathedral.
The company of monks with whom they
had been traveling that day were at sup-

courige to master the foes of untoward
events.
To sink our search still deeper, we find
that faith instigated the erection of these
faith has sustained them.
cathedrals and
Faith leads the throng of worshipers to
bend amid the lofty ini and worship at
Nothing amid my travthe little chapels.
elsso impressed me as the view of these
striking testimonies to man’s faith. Amid
a world of fragility he clings to this; surrounded by deceptive phantoms this seems
heal; oHoouered by myriads of enemies
is shelter and succor.’
this

Carefully

hollow

‘

Bryant and Stratton College,

expressed his deepest sense of dependence
by the erection of these proud mansions.
off below the six-foot mark.
What do they appeal to, unto whom do
they litt their glory and for what are they
The Boy Organist.
supplicating? For the love of God they
ritual
,
ery; all their art, music, ceremonial
Mozart's first experience of a large orand splendor, are invoked to draw down gan was in the monastery of a little town
the love and compassion of the Infinite on the banks of the Danube.
He was then
Touching beyond description is only six years old, and in company with
Being.
about
looked
always
bas
the fact that man
his father, had left his home in Saltzburg,
for a Father; he built these temples of and started upon a long course of travel.
which I write not alone to fitly express his All day long they had
been sailing down
adoration, not solely to make a home for that majestic river, past crumbiing ruins,
the dead but to create a sacred spot where frowning castles, cloisters hidden away
the Shekinah might be unvailed and the among the
crags, towering cliffs,
quiet
glory of heaven might float down through | villages nestled in sunny valleys, and here
the vistas of angelic splendor.
and there a deep gorge that opened back
The hed

College, Preparatory, Normal, Academ-- wea
Square, N. ¥ | walo iches
» 181 Chatham
jd Lodies’ full course oF study. ferms, 1
Hid
:
ca

when well watched.
!
athematics.
j
Miss CLARA A. FORBES, Teacher in Normal De1 have noticed that purses will ‘hold penpastment,
.
:
nies as well as
pounds.
;
harss INDA C. VICKERY, Teacher of French.
I have noticed tLat in order to be a rea188 ELLA C. HURD, Teacher of Music,
Penmanship will be taught by an experienced.
got. roll around their heads like a ball, and sonable creature, it is necessary to at times
Teacher.
odd
not a whit softer becauseitis gold, 'in- be down-right mad.
oi
the
Aromatic Tonic
>
No
deduction for less than half 4 term, except ow
%tead of iron, though there is not a man in
d Stomachie ever offered to
I have noticed that some men are~so honaceount
of
sickness.
Half
terms
commence ut the
public. 1t will IMHAROVE
Wall street who will believe that.
be, haing aud middle of fhotborin,
Hom
$iop
est that necessity compels them to be dis;
.
FACILIER.
?
he
price
ard,
in
clu
varies
trom
$1.60
to
I have seen a man put himself to every honest in the end.
“ h
‘TATE
TION,
(GIVE
$2.00
week. dr
Bg well gre
TONE
NERVOUS
SYSTEM,
FIGOR
humiliation to win a proud woman who
I have noticed that silks, broadcloths,
men’s are formed.
;
TO RVERY
ORGAN OF THE BODY,
thereby
Rooms and board in private families at reasonable
had been born above him, and when he
got and Jewel: are often bought with other
imparting HEALTH and
STRENGTH
There
her, he walked all the rest of his life with a Fenpies money.
is no remedy 80 good for
.
:
For or farther er partieulars,
partieulars,
address
address the the Secretary
cannon ball in his hat.
~
&
:
Pittsfield, Maine.
’
at
[ have noticed that whatever is, is right
LANGUOR & DEBILITY, °
31
C.
A.
FARWELL, Secretary.
I have seen young men enrich themselves with a few exceptions—the left eye, the
meral or following acute disease. The
whether
ulty indorse it, for DYSPEPSIA,
Medical
by pleasure in the same wise way, sparing lok leg, and the left side of a plum pudJAUNDICE, NERVOUS DISEASES.
EVANSVILLE SEMINARY.
no pains, and scrupling at no sacrifice of
ng.
;
Price $1.00. Sold by all Druggists.
rinciple, for the sake at last of carryI have noticed that the prayer of the
The location of this institutionat Evansville, Wis..
GILMAN BROTHERS, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.
is a beautiful one, being surrounded
by a rich, pro-.
ng a burden whichno man can bear.
selfish man is, “Forgive
us our debts,”
13teow20
JH
ductive, farming country. The vi
Evansville
All the world are busy in striving for while he makes everybody\vho owes him
can not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its inthings
that give little pleasure and bring pay to the utmost farthing.
habitants, having no liquors or billiard saloons.
;
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
much
care.
I aw accustomed, in all my
Academies, &c.
1 have noticed that he who thinks every ™y
facilities for the accomplishment of its work, Prof.
walks among men, noticing their ways and man a rogue .is very certain to see ohe
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge
of
the school, recently pls
into a contract witty the
their folly, to think, *‘there is a man. steal- whom he shaves himself, and he ought, in
Trustees to condnct it for five years to come, thus
ing a cannon ball ;" or, ‘there's a man with mercy to his neighbor, to surrender the
BOSTON, MASS,
giving permanency.
Bl
a ball on his head; I know it by his walk.” rascal to justice.
EnCourse of Study, Commercial and Comm
° CALENDAR:
The money which a clerk purloins for his
tudents received at any chm when
lish branches.
1 have noticed that money is the fool’s
FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.
ere are vacancies. Catalogue and Report tdr 1873,
WINTER TERM opens
Dec. 9,—ends March 6, 1874.
pocket at last gets into his hatlike a can- wisdom, the knave’s reputation, the poor
on application.
2
SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.
non ball. “Pride, bad temper, selfishness, man’s desire, the covetous man’s ambition, furnished
Office 554 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
For further particulars, address,
x
evil passions, will roll a man as if he had a and the idol of all.
1ys2
H. E.
HIBBARDy Principal.
Rev. G. 8. BRADLEY, A. M., Principal.
ball on his head! And ten thousand men in
I have noticed that all men speak” well of
New York will die this year, and as each all mens’ virtues when they are dead, and WILTON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,
RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
one falls his hat will come off, and out will that tombstones are marked with the epiWiLtoN, Iowa.
;
CALENDAR FOR 1875-4,
rofl an iron ball, which for years he has taphs of the good and virtuous. Is there
Commences its Kall Term September 2, 1872.
Fall Term begins Aug. 29, and ends Nov. 14, 1873.
worn out his strength carrying.
Catalogues.sent to inquirers.
any particular cemetery where the bad are
Spring Term begins Mar. 10, and ends May 99, 1874.
buried ?
man
Term
begins June 2, and ends Aug. 21,

nine feet rise of tide at this place, which
happened to be Kane's Lifeboat Cove, latitude 78 deg. 23 1-2 min, -N., longitude 73
deg. 21 min. W.
We kept an anxious
lookoutall the time from the masthead of
our vessel for signs of the party; but the
sharpest eyes on shipboarl fai'el to see
aught ot them. As, however, they “had
the boats, even to the little scaw, we were
in hopes they would possibly be able yet
to make for us. On the 17th I surveyed
the ship and‘found the stem entirely broken

allegiance to Deity and

than Jou

gH BOW. y WO

oe

PITTSFIELD, ME.

going into underground and dirty
vaults,
and gathering up wealth, which
will, when

shore as

hummocks.

$1(

SURE ofo SUC

which has made my whole life happier. 0
was rather a severe mode of catechising,
but ethics rubbed in with a Six-pounder
shot are better than none at all.

we were aground at low water, there being

embalming the history of dynasties, and
withstanding - the boisterous influences of
They rose at the
chance and change?
command of religion: their turrets point
to heaven, and their walls speak of God.
Man testified of his

t was the Jast thing that [ ever stole (excepting a little matter of a heart, now and
then), and it gave me a notion of the folly

admit, and made fast with

lines to heavy grounded

these works,
of centuries,

motive issued
the memories

what mighty
perpetuating

the ice would

pear the

chink

INSTITUTE.
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steam.

I
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4

been under

skull,

MAINE

made from 50 cts. Call and examine, or
12 Samples sent (fastare free) for 60 cts.,
that retail quick xor $i $10.

ad

Cathedrals of the Old World.

had

good deal of sense into my

forming experiments in electro-magnetism
to English earls, and has since Leen at the
head of one of the chief scientific institutions
of his country.

rolled a

&*°

if she

six-pounder

851
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—

the anchors slipped, and the violence of
the wind sent the vessel adrift as rapidly as

But after all, that

8
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of 40 weeks
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hatwe think a real want, we have re-
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cencly published

a four-page tract,
VV
ting |
brief wag, an outline of our his- T
Agriculuiral College tory as a
tion, ita doe~
:

The Spring Session of the aboye naticuiol, Hiogted

under véry
near Bellefonte, Oenter Co., has opened
pleasant dircunstances. Already upwardsofonehin:

are upon the roll, and others have sig:
dred students
nified their intention to enter. Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all formerly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this insti
tution, and are much encouraged by the results al
ready achieved.
1y48
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snow-crowned

ih

Some things may be said in favor. of the
prevalent plan of giving premiums to subseribers to papers, und. perhaps quite as
“1ishers
shers
feel and
¢and subscribers already
ire
i

ex- | from

press the foree of the objections to it, and
freely speak of it as something that will
probably soon belong to

the

real

when

tears will be

shed

past, and

few

it is left be-

regarded

We share this view and feeling.
We
prefer to furnish a paper jast as cheaply as
let

the

of flour,

subscribers

a drfss,

or

for

pay

as they

pay that amount directly,
a barrel

a coat.

It

looks as though the premium business were

soon

coming to an end.

When it does go,

in a proper way, it seems
will have

any

This may

it.

real

We

to us that few

occasion

perhaps

be the

to

be

sorry.

last year

can notcertainly tell.

with

The right

and wise thing will at any time be welcome.
True, there is something a bit pleasant

in sending now and then a little choice gift
or remembrancer to those who make up
our wide-spread literary family. It helps
us to realize their personal relation, as mu-

tual. helpers’ and friends.

Possibly it is

pleagant to them, and for the same reasons.
And we certainly want. to deal with our
subscribers

dealt

as

with.

subscribers
own

generously

For,

as

while

others

are

disparaging

the

to no other paper, we

patrons

in

special

a large pleasure

hold our

esteem,

and

find

in serving them.

And
hence the offers which we make below.
Deciding to do something this year, we
choose to do a good thing. Unless we
greatly mistake, our readers will find our
plans and proposals for the year {o come
particularly welcome.
That we shall add
2 pretty large number of subscribers to our
list, and

Ee

send

out many

choice gifts to our

presentsueribers, seems morally certain.
“Just now there is a great demand for
Chromos.

When

cuted they

are

well-designed

very

singlfs

other in specific design and de-

as

companion

pieces.

$2.40,

THE

CHROMOS

, The terms stated above have reference.
to the Chromos plain, as they come from
the press. Should subséribers wish them
mounted and varnished, ready for framing,
they will need to send 15 cts. for each of
the

seven

smaller

pictures,

in addition to

thie subscription price of the Star.

The

“ Boquet of Flowers” is too large to be
sent safely by mail when mounted. We

mounted on a sretelier,
Sis,
ACERS WANTED:
We
lutely

ext

want 100 agents to undertake resoand at once the work of canvassing

for new subscribers.

They

eight,

of such

ing

their work.

It is a rare opportunity which

the offer of this fine lot of premiums

holds

If each of our subscribers will send
on but a single name with his own,—and

out.

set

mos

can

be

truth

will warrant.

We

do

not say they

are the best things in the market, thal they
are worth from five to ten dollars apiece,
nor that no such offer as ours was ever
made before or ever can be again. We
simply say that every one of these pictures
is very excellent in design, is really well
sated

will
; not

executed,

only

bear but repay

touch

which

of the

can

scientific

God

|

The Chro-

‘number of them,

With
———

and

Us.

Ge

The worst moral effect of the vaunted
science-and philosophy of the day appears
in its pushing God away ‘from us. Some

It does not belong exclusively

~——AMERICAN
Mensopish.
The sixwill ‘readily see how these results come teenth annual session
of the national local
about. It is a startling fact that the few ‘preacher's Association
of the Methodist
men who control the great railway fives, Episcopa
l church in Cambridge, N. Y.,
not only between. the East and West
last week, was made especially interesting
in the western states themselv es, have ft
by its occurrence on the one hundredth an.
their power
to strip the agriculture of niversary of the death of Philip Embury,

that section of its very life, so far as living

when

through

be

think-

and

fore, — well,

there

down,

conclusion

to the ed.

and

the

The

divine

couldn’t

in the West

furnished

a

swept out of sight, was,

you alway?”

1

“Lo,

The nineteenth

with | that “the

am

organization

century

rates.

all its old force; the blessings of that fel-|rest.
Jowship were never larger; the fraits of it|care,
never

grew

into

finer

proportions

and

choicer flavor than in this very day; the
of
that
vital hold
upon the

that God is with nus, now need to be preached from pulpits, realized in experience, and
proved in lives. It is the vital thing. We
can not afford to-let goof it. We need to

believe it witha firmer faith, to feel it as a
larger power,to set it forth in more

sive ways.

conclu-

If we are single-hearted, pure,
Christian

re-

mere earthly
good may
loss beandbuiltdross
so that
Christ's
Kingdom
into supremacy and men may be truly redeemed, then
this conscious
and ministering
presence of God will be a daily joy, a perpetual inspiration, a sure neutralizer of skepticism, and a victorious power.

Resting on Providence.

the idea of & personal God altogether. They
say he has evaporated from the crucible as
the compound bodies have been resolved
into their elements, or that no room is left
for him when one gets back to the protoplasm.
Others admit an original creation
by divine power, but they insist that no
proof of a continued immanence and activity can be found in the world as we now behold it. They see law and force, but are
.
:
.
;
blind to the presence of One who is the

DESCRIPTION.
j#’a Flon

to

meri

a

tion, numerically

short in this
though it was comparatively,

membership

of about

350,000

of results and will see that they fail mot.
Probably nothing could be more discouraging to that first preacher than to think of
beginning the great denominational body
that now holds religious sway in this country. But his part was only to preach a
ers, and then he was called home, while
God took care that the work was prespered.

A fine vase

holds the flowers, which wear all the fresh-

ness and glory of life. The picture is just
completed, is large, and shows the fruits of
skill and care. It measares 151.2 by 21
inehes.—Next, we have three Chromos representing Autumn in New England. Thé
fivst is Harvest on the Banks of the Baco;”
the second is “ A View on the Kennebec ; »
DE
¢ Chocorua Bake and Mount-

broke

beautiful

1
LE

PO

nearly all the New England states
having Granges in operation.
The farmers have just cause.
plaint.
That is plain. But it is a
whether this is their best method of
Let this organization become a

differ.

——A PLAUSIBLE EXPLANATION. Deserved
retribution for the part of its leaders in ‘the
“back-pay” business is rapidly falling upon
the Republican party. It is doubtless for

for several years has been velied on as good

here,

for ten or fifteen thousand majority.
gave Grant 37,000 mmjority
last i ong

already

But the spirit of their dream thas undergone

of comquestion
redress.
political

a change.

shrewdly flattering the farmers, noisily exalting the profession of agriculture, and
aiming to lead the movement in their own
way. There are sad signs of following, on
the part.of the Grangers, and indications
that both the national and state legislatures
will soon becomg the real scenes of the

done their best, could lie down
at night
and actually rest, trusting in God that he

would bring them safely through,
It was
no. ‘‘spatches” of repose that they experienced, as though they had

laid

their bare

bodies on Plymouth rock, and were in
constant alarm lest the Atlantic roll in and
cover them.
They derived assurance from
the promises,

is

needless

and rested

to

ask

on

if God

His

arm.

contest.
Bat while the farmers seek

It

Sisappointed

ER

3

;

Ts

an unlooked

for change,

ble despair.

wants

with

cheerfulness,

and

rest

on

Providence.”

And, hence, faith in a Divine

Experience (ike that is ‘not common howPerson is said to have no proper - basis, re- adays.
Yet it may be questioned if we
ligious love is a phantasy, and prayer a are not called to endure much that is quite
blind impulse or a superstitious outery into as trying. Theirs were the trials incident
the void and silence.
«Sey
torpioneer life, when they had to contend
We do not state this fact now for the pur -| with natare in her most rugged moods,

it is

agrinst,

But let that pass for the

present.

instead of laboring with Christians who

had

We only wish to say a few. words from the turned Brahmins, or upright moralists who
Christian stand-point.
are confirmed skeptics and infidels. The
As a means of counteracting the teaching
and the tendency referred to, there is a special reason for giving new and large proim-

inence to the sentiment running

latter is our lot.

We are

rarely

unable to

get corn and bread, - as the Pilgrims
not.

were

We

He will not disappoint his trusting people to-day. fhe Christian who does his
best, has thereby earned the privilege | of
quiet repose, which he may always find in

ignore the sacredness

of the

Sabbath,

demand scientific tests of prayer, and try to
leave humanity shorn of the blessed hope of
the Gospel ? But what are human theories to
divine facts? Who will falter when God
says “Go forward,” or allow the soul to
dream ‘of trouble when his Providenue is
its resting-place? “Commit thy way unto
the Lord ; trust also ih him, and he shall
|
bring it to pass.”

ly on their

iron which
per ton

is used on

previous

to

But in view

of a good

many phases of modern experience, we
have great needof that old Puritan composure that, amid all jts besetments, could

them in
perplexity.
Now it would seem that the aggregate
of profit resulting from the sale of this

them

1860,

Tn

Shellabarger,

Garfield,

&c.,

voted for back-pay, became parties td afraud aol swindled their own constituents. A general apathy is the result, and
last election day showed that the popular
indignation meant something. The whole

ular disgust

cost but $48
it now costs

and go back to Washington this winter and

this.

But

the

fact

Is,

they

are

per | redeem itself?

HC——..
ton per mile on through lines, against $2.01
>
:
in 1860. Besides, roads which were built | _A Nover Prosecr.
Yankee enter“at the old low price of iron, must be re- | prise branches out in various directions.
paired with. iron at the present higher
time it is a project to heat the water

rates,

almost

creating

the

necessity

higher transportation rates, or else

for | in Erie canal, o that transportation needn't

a great | pe suspended

deal more business at lower rates,
And this latter is the actual

condition

the carrying business, making

But let us look

at the matter.

It may

be safely assumed that competition will not
leave much margin for profits in the ordinary selling price of grain atthe West,
and with

the

cost

of

transportation

at

a

men,

representing

trunk

railway from the Mississippi to New
meet in a-room

in~thedatter

city.

points of business settled, one Wy

lines

of

York,
Other

“AS

to

by

winter

nor

mule cease his accustomed
of | the towpath.

the

patient

plodding along

The plan was laid before the

it just for | New York Senate Committee om Transpor-

_the roads
to be easy in their charges, and | tation at its last session, and 1s simple,
‘the farmers to grumble at increase of tariff. | practical and beautiful,—speaking after
On the whole it is a matter that has for a | the manner of the sanguine projector,
It

long time deserved correction,

und

it is quite likely that the farmers

while | consists of two boilers and four thousand

may

not | feet of steam pipe

to the mile,

the former

wholly succeed io this their first organized | to generate steam and the latter to convey
water.

It is

thing will be gained, and a favorable solu- | estimated that the whole machmery,

movement, it may be expected

‘that some- | it beneath

to do

completely

guarded

thought

out,

has in

it | and from $6,000

$9,000,

per

year,

or

and not

[We haven't heard what the committee

de-

from = imposition. | cided to do about it, but we shouldn't won'

to. April, and who shall estimate ‘the
amount of tolls that will flow into the State
the

quantity

oF

grain
’

i

into’

S——

——

tian service in Scotland, and made himself
an enviable record.
As pastor of St.
George's for forty years he has been an

of truth

der if they gave it all the considefation it
is. worth, Let the puzzling question of
steam navigation on- the canal be solved,
and then let its muddy waters be kept in a
state of mollient bubbling from November

treasury or
Albany ?

Current Topics.

unflinching advocate

to

to have | rather per winter, to keep the water warm.

Y

Se mn

the unsuspecting

reached. |the warming
from Buffalo to Albany,
is-need- | would cost about $2,000,000 to begin with,

this help to their side.

a bushel of grain must be comparatively
small. ‘But consumers are obliged to pay
high prices for it. Hence we often find
ourselves thinking of those western farm-

The Republi-

view ‘of

inithose

raising

itself.

its present unfortunate position before the
country. Willit learn the proper lesson,

surplus must be immense.
Considering
the liber: scale on which farming is done
western states; the cost of

express

can party must take the responsibility of

an

i
the late difficulty with the Bost
Yisuess,
¥
EE
Grange. Tt js a matter that deserves the
thoughtful attention of our best statesmen,
considering the late growth and serious
consequences
of railway
monopolies.
May the Grangers eventually
win just

three

Bingham,

average of about $80 per ton. - The rates
of transportation may well he higher in

‘hands, and must go forth 16") heen but partially

fear no midpight attack of howl- normal rate. But, to illustrate after the
go to sleep at manner of a contributor to the Novembey
night without ome promise of'a breakfast Atlantic, writing on this general subject,

in the morning.

the party machinery of the
his control. But the. Repubsulky. Their representatives,

that State goes Democratic, and the hitherto
majorities
have
stood
for
In behalf. of Republican
the railroads it-may be said that, while the naught. We are glad thus to see the pop-

lower, being an average of about $1.50

and

through ing savages, and seldom

the Scriptures and illustrated in every vital
Christian experience, that God is still and
really ever with mem That is tthe truth
which gives to the Bible its peculiar power.
Tp make that truth real and practical has|

record and
State under
licans were

things

at almost any

morning, having neither bread nor ¢otn;
yet,”, adds the chronicler, “we bear our

iv

j

And

+ they seem inclined to forget.

And others still, like Herbert |try, until at last they lay dows at night | gq a sale in castern and southern markets.

or for anything beyond the substance and
the phenomena that we find about us, i s |
unscientific, and can issue only in useles s|
controversy, perplexity, failure, and possi

redress,

well that they remember a few

them.

and right.

Not 118 Worst Feature. It seems
| that the disgraceful act of our ‘Government
in publicly-executing the Modocs for the
sake of its “moral and restraining influence”
was not its highest folly in the business,
It is now shown on creditable authority
that the heads
of Captain
Jack
and
Schonchin

were

removed

afler

execution,

that they might be preserved in alcohol for
the Medical Museum at Washington,
Who
ever heard of a civilized Government stooping 50 low as that before? It is possible,

It was he who began the movement in
favor of ecclesiastical reform, especially
against those who claimed tho right to appoint ministers to churches irrespective of however, that the report, though direct and
if true,
the wishes of the parishioners. Such was well vouched for, may be false, or
by
performed
not
was
deed
ignoble
the
-that
his zeal in this matter that the movement
lted in

the

di

han} in nant

the

i

An

Church of ~ Scotland.

Dr. Chalmers and

. | Government

the

orders. credit
Would to itexplain
nck he byto
Government
’s

Whose order it was done?
EE

other'noted divines in Scotland in organiz- | ——In

Union 1s STRENGTH.

j

:

The reform-

Now thatincrenss was trifing. It was ing, consolidating and extending the in-{ed drunkards of Massachusetts, doubtless
| only an advance of five cents on the ‘usual | terests of this new moyement., How well | having the lesson of the bundle of sticks
| rates. - But upon the farmers of' the West they succeeded the present condition of the ‘before their eyes, met in Boston last = week
it places a crippling burden. Just that donclusion, reached in so quiet a way, will, in

J

8 Ten

a greater

Through their confidence in divine | But that is what it is rapidly becoming. of success along w ith Gov. Noyes, a young
those sturdy.
Puritans, having | Already hosts of pulitical wire pullers are | 80d Sturdy politician, with an enviable war

tion of the difficulty be finally
tion i$ only a small portfon of this, Prob- Of course an organized movement
hour of the day or night, burying one after {ably 81,000,000 «bushels. of wheat and
oh
in'the’
ol
2
ed.
And while this movement
another of their dead in the g'oomy, forest, 500,000,000 bushels of cereals are left year- | many “promising features, it Seems

pense of possible massacre

vo” harvesters are gathering, sug. force
and which
impress appeared
that thought. The smok-| good deal of literary culture but a very|
jog flame
when Abraham |little of the spirit of Christian humanity,
| made his vow, the call to offer up lsaac
and | met in New York, and used the
mpst of a
‘the intervention to save him from the knife, week in combating if mot ridiculing the
(he burning bush out of whist “broke the leading ‘principles of the Christian religion.
v

to-day, in
:

The

producers, the order finds a welcome

cultivated fiel 5, golden-hued with grain portedin the Scriptures hds aimed to en-| body of learned gentlemen, representing awe shall have enough to do.”

A

be

order has been rapidly growing since; it is
made of genuine material; it has already
attracted the attention of legislators and this'reason that the Ohio election has repolitical economists; and it is really a | sulted favorably to the Democrats, which
power
in the land that deserves better we allude to here only to illustrate how
than to be laughed at. Since the evil com- quick the masses are to rebuke their pub- .
plained of is one from which eastern con- lic servants for disgracing their office. In
sumers suffer in common
with western Ohio the Republican party was strong, and :

“ain.” dn these the water and the land ave | been the great object of all that we call|still “rest on Providence.”
the grain rate; shall we : make it fifty from | Free (Presb. yterian)
shown in their real Félations to each other; | revelation. Every one of the miracles re-|
It is only a fortnight, for instance, since a Chicago P” **Agreed; crops are heavy, and | He was a Sim

‘the

may

k | or less degree, with every true worker.

¢ of formally dealing with it. There is meet the temptations of the forest instead!’ ers as fortunate fellows, working on mel- ——DEATH OF A PROMINENT CLERGYMAN.
entitled, ** A Boquet of Flowers.”
s
Rag
mer
:
a loXioal reply to all such allegations. In|of the city, grapple with the faults of Jow soil, easily raising almost fabulous |Rev. Robert S. Candlish, D. D., minister of
It is a large, rich and varied Polleotion of | the maine of that very science which these | rudeness instead of the speculations of cul- crops, shipping them yearly to hungry | St. George's, Edinburgh, died in that city
the finest products of the parterre, with the | modern teachers invoke, such dogmas | ture, oppose the heathenism of those who eastern markets, and filling page after page on Sunday of last week, aged 66 years,
form and coloring perfect, and the appear- may be properly denied and protested were. never anything but untutored Indians of their bank books with the profits.
"Dr. Candlish bas rendered eminent Chris-

ance all that could be desired.

Thusit

:

Piece,

s

believ-

encourage a few

few sermons, and

of

men.

of

wisdom

the

faithful individual work, for God takes, care

an

statement

illustrates

only

couniry,

the

Abou

at least

impressive.

were participated in. by.
The exercises
Bishops Simpson, Janes and Wylie, and!
other prominent members of the demomiEmbury’s Christian service, alnation.

powerful

st.

in

ceremonies

the

connection with it were very

over

resist

and

day of last week,

its condition was made, there were in opgration about 5,000 Granges, comprising a

cost, if bought at the stores, several times | SPencer, insist that the inquiry
for a God, | “not knowing Where to have a bit in the To dispose of it profitably involves
:

The first of these Chromos

farm

Alreadyit bas become

i

What a brave sentence that old Puritan
annalist wrote down.
A company
of
- The Grange Remedy.
a
them had been for three years struggling
—r
YO
for life amid the tangled woods of PlymThe farmers of the West find themselves
outh colony, living in rude buts, exposed to in a strait. Those in eleven states raise
all the inclemencies of the weather, resistannually
15,000,000 bushels of wheat,
ing the attacks of hostile Indians, endur- 11,000,000 tons of hay, and 1,012,000,000
ing, what was still worse, the terrible sus- bushels of cereals.
The local consump-

study, and will adorn any wall on which it | source of law and in whote arm omnipotence | filing of promised nid from the old coun

-

a:ong

six weeks ago, when a public

word-

holding

has now extended

cer-

performed in Cambridge, N. Y., on Mon-

for profits by

country. id Iv is simply

organizati

is for the purpose of expressing their views,

not orphaned. Heaven never brooded closer and not to listen to persons
No channel needful to convey | ent opinions.”
than now.

shaft was
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Ferry

11 and 12, Bro. Benjamin Downey, of Staunton,
Va., and Bro. Benjamin Fox, of Harper’s Ferry,

Rev. J. C. Steele read an

create the most wholesome and salutary en- | ¢88ay on Baptism, which elicited a lively

and effectiveness; this latter advantage was
largely due to the absence of the reading of
long, juiceless eséays, possibly prepared for
other and very different occasions. The
speaking; as a whole, seemed to come
straight from the head and heart, and whilst
the utterances of those whose voiees have

2

DOVER & WINNIPISEOGEER. R.

the complexion.

Christ in the future, stir our best blood, and

preparation and a purpose, whilst the delivery was generally marked by propriety

Trains leave for Alton Bay.

present their traveling expenses.

X. J. Gordon,

6.50 7.55 10,58
A.M. 4.57, : 5.2 , 22, 7.45,ho P. M.
10.45 A.M, and 3.00, 6.25, P.M,

ive.

L. GIVER, Clerk of Council.

ae

»

Asso-

'

Trainsleave !Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,

00

is the best preparation in the world for beautifying

Re-assembling at the appointed hour, devotional exercises were conducted by Rev. Quarterly

T. H. Drake read a sketch of a sermon,

t of Pea Benjamin : ‘Adams,
estate

one of the deacons tendéred to all the ministers

Meredith, Oct. 20, 1878.

land at 8,10 p, M.

500 |
499na

all.

At a recent ordination in

i

2.00

society have, at an expense of some $3,000, remodeled and thoroughly repaired their house of
worship, which is now beautiful ;and attract

At

es,and to have a good time generally, consti- | Whitacre read a sketch of a sermon;

1

Verily our Baptist brethren will out-strip us

plans and great enterprises, looking to
earnest work, and wider achievements for

thusiasm..

in

Falls at 7.45 p. M.

10329 | 6.00 p. », train from Boston leaves Dover for Port-

:

Charles Carrier,

Pb)

~ land at 6.17 P. M.

7.45

Estate of Amy Gray,

KEEP

:

5.00 | 5.00 P. . train from Boston leaves Dover for Great

ing only the interest as it accrued. His recent
failure will occasion the loss of the entire sum,

A. M.,

o'clock,

place

land at 3.00 PM,

oe

.

the sympathies and hearts of his people. Since
he commenced his labors here, the church and

And still I am not quite sure that this de- | Preaching, the Rev. W. Whitacre delivered

tracted from the

Already he has found a large

5.00 | 12.30 P. 0. train from Boston leaves Dever for Port-

.

T Smith,

Some years since Mr. A. G. P. Dodge of New
York gave $100,000 to the theological seminary
at Alexandria, Va., but arranged to withold the
principal for a while to use in his business, pay-

society with a spirit and zeal that promise good

Junctionat 10.10A. M.

240 | 8:30». ). train from Boston leaves Dover for Port-

.

Cook.
ack 4x.rom

Ey

8.30 A, M. train from Boston leaves Dover for Portland at 10.45 A. M.

;

ams

series of meetings in behalf of the Alliance.

church in Manchester) comes to us because of a

a lively discussion, showing that the Asso- change of views in doctrine and church polity,
cal demonstration of that want.
Little of this could be said of the late an- | ciation was radically Baptist. Rev. H. J. and has entered upon his work as pastor of this

T

College.

Rev L L Harmon,
1. W
LW

—

7304.3. train from Boston leaves Dover for 8. B.

6.40

ho ty Shi Providence,

sons have been called upon at short notice, | chosen Corresponding Messenger {o the mon, Rev. N. L. Rowell; Ordaining Prayer, ciation Wednesday there was a warm debate
or no notice at all, to occupy positions de- | General Association of General Baptists,and Rev. L. B. Tasker; Charge to the Pastor, Rev. on some resolutions against the Rev. J. Hyatt
| Smith, for open communion expressions and
manding the very best thought of which also to the Reguiye Baptist Association at J. Runnels ; Right Hand of Fellowship, Rew. L.
practices. The matter was finally referred to'a
Given;
Address
to
the
People,
Rev,
fp:
B,
Rev.
Jno,
‘Ashley
was
we ure capable, as: well as the wisest| Canton, Ohio.
committee of investigation,
Meservy
;
Benediction,
by
the
Pastor.
3
counsel and most useful information. Often | chosen Corresponding Messenger to the The day was lovely and the exercises inter- Lord Alfred Churchill and Rev. James Davis,
one half of the time allotted them has been | Disciples’ Convention at Toledo, Ohio, to esting, and it is hoped very profitable,
secretary of the British branch of the Evangelspent in apologizing
for the want of due |meet next May, Rev. R. J. Poston read an Bro. T. (recentlyin charge of the 1st M. E. ical Alliance, have gone to Canada to hold a
preparation, and the other half in a practi- | essay on Mixed Membership, which elicited

Storer

Wm Toothaker,
Hanson

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT, 1878.

$18.00
SILAS CURTIS, Treas.

Si Busts,

been a Presbyterian minister, was recently baptized by Rev. D. 'W. Rogers, of Preston. county,
West Virginia, .
wry
To

BOSTON AND MAINE RAILROAD

17.00]
——

Rev D Toppan.

Rev. D. H. Coyner, who for forly yeurs has

Mr. Prince; Prayer, Rev, M. A. Quimby; Ser

i

New Sharon F Beh,

the Ann Arbor District-Conlerence. This is the
fourth or fifth Methodist preacher’s wife licensed
within a short time,
:

noon was very thorough and highly satisfactory.
In the afternven by vote of council Bro. T, was
ordained and installed pastor of the church at
Ashland, with the following exercises:
Invocation and Reading the Scriptures, Rev.

was

Cumberland

troit Conference, has been licensed to preach by

inst., and organized with Rev. IL. B. Tasker as
somebody, a slight fault at least in the want | J. F. Tufts J. B, Lash, R. J. Poston, J. C. chairman. The public examination in the fore-

i

| Education Society.

i
Concord, N. H,

work of establishing missions in South America
and the West Indies.
Mrs, York, wife of Rev.8. C. York, of De-

F. B.

San

Lewiston,
| nanv E Stel
W Porter,
Bath, Me
Me, per W HBowen, ©

! Presbyterian Church have decided to begin their

church, to examine and if advisable ordain Bro,
Thomas Tyrie, met with that church the 15th

of the neglect of| chairman, Rev. B. F. Zell, secretary, Rev's.

doubtless on account

m the print,
ing house of the Presbyterian Board at Shanghae,

Ordinations,

\

8. D. Bates,

Rev.

Executive Committee,

and there has been,
remayks and reflections,

Although this may be a Tose’

to the college, it is a gain to the ministry that:
will quite offset it. - Bro. A. has not yet fixed

S. D,

¥

{5 .
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r
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Will How devote his Whole tnd

Ea

titled Union of Free Communion. Baptists, 16ge, andetlat he
The officers for the ensuing year were to pastoral work.
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MORNING

THE
chewed

tobacco.

This was

wrenchings,

Noble

Lives.

—

There are hearts which never falter
In the battle of the right;
There are ranks which never alter,
Watching through the darkest night.

And the agony of sharing
In the fiercest of the strife,
Only makes

’

a grander life.

There are those who'never weary,
Bearing suffering and wrong;
Though the wayis long and dreary,
It is vocal with their song;
‘While their spirits in God’s furnace,

Bending to His gracious will, Ave fashioned in a purer mold
By his loving, matchless skill.

There are those whose loving mission
*TiS to bind the bleeding heart ;
. And to teach the calm submission

sweetest

could say.

Who would rather die than pander
To the passions of eartl’s great ;

| was to look.

[]

No earthly power can crush them,
They dread not the tyrant’s frown;
No fear, no favor hush them,
Nor bind their spirits down,

Pale,

earnest

how

and
of

wiped
which

my

mouth

I felt

certain

| next asked in the same tone.
¢ ¢ No, ma'am,’ I answered,

and

L felt

| my throat filling up, and I knew J. must
swallow mighty fast to keep fron sobbing.
‘ ¢ You have a father, then, I suppose?’

Spool.

An empty spool in my work-box,
An empty spool unnamed;
Ah me! what memories cluster
Around this spool unclaimed.
Like the spool my heart is empty,
Like it my empty room—
Ah me! all the world seems empty,
Except one little tomb,

| she
¢
¢¢
«¢

kept on.
¢ No, ma'am, no father.’
¢ Brother and sister?
¢ Neither, ma’am.’

¢ ¢ Then the little boy is all alone
| world ?
«Al

alone, ma’ain.’

:

in the

:

¢« ¢ How long has his mother been dead
| and the dear woman looked away from my
face, and waited till I could speak.
¢ ¢ Two years,’ I answered.

¢¢ « And you loved her ?” came next.
¢¢ ¢ Dearly,” was all I could say.

‘Where is the bright-haired baby
That tip-toed at my stand,
And earnestly wateh’d th’ unwinding,
With eager, outstretched hand;
Ah! those rosy little fingers,
That claimed it as their own,
How still they are, all folded
Beneath a marble stone.

‘« She

was

silent

a moment,

said so sweetly—oh!

I shall

and

then

never

forget

i

¢« And what do you think your dear
mother would say—how do you_ think she
would feel—to know that her little boy was
guilty of such a disgusting habit as this?
pointingto my cheek, where the telltale
quid had vainly tried to stand its ground.

And the feet so pink and rest1é8%,
That oftén pattering came,
If perchance there might be “ another
Most empty spool” to claim.

‘

Those musical feet, so tiny,
In shoes of brightest red;

«I. must

leave

now,’

she

continued,

‘ but here is my card, and -if you come
me- most any evening, I shall be glad

Ah! my room is empty, silent,
Without their merry tread.

see you, and perhaps we can be of servic

Of an empty spool in my work-box,
How quenched their azure light !—

And the rippling laugh so merry,
I ne’er shall hear it more,
As the empty spool went rolling
Across my chamber floor.’

Like the spool, my heart is empty,

tobacco never passed

Like the spool, my empty room.
Ah me! all the world seems empty,
Except one little tomb.
Yet no; sweet memories linger,
E’en empty spools may start,
And they fill the earth with sweetness,
And fill this lonely heart.

my lips.

‘* As soon as I could summon courage I
called upon that lady. Well do I remember how my heart beat as I waited in the
elegant parlor for her to come down; and

‘how awkward
F felt as I followed my guide
to her private sitting-room.

—M, B. Fontaine.

Here she got

at every point of my life, and before I bade

@he Family Circle,

her good-by it was arranged that I should
spend two eveningsof each week at her
house, and study

on

these

occasiong®just

what she thought best.

“A Womanat the Bottom of It.

“ No lover ever looked forward to meeting with the mistress of‘his heart any more
ardently than I did to these. meetings

KRSIN

‘ To tell the truth,” said John Haviland,
as he threw aside the evening paper and
faced the little group in the parlor, “I am
fast growing out of patience with -this- text
—‘A Woman
at the Bottom of It.}' 1t

would be strange in-this world, made up,
as far as we are aware, of nothing ‘but the
would not .eceasion-

allybe found at the bettom of anything
good! It is the injustice of the thing that

makes
me angry. Now there are a hundred of us poor fellows who owe all we are,
all we have and all we can hope to become, in this world or the next, to the

un-

selfish love of women.”
The gentleman’s face was flushed, and te
spoke very warmly and feelingly, so much
so that bis wife, rocking her baby to sleep
in the farther corner of the room, inquired:
:
“ But why should you care, John ? It
has always been so, and always will be
much

about

it now,

taught to expect

ity

“But you should care!

and

you

should

fight for each other more than you do.
There
is one chapter in my life's history
that I have always kept locked in my
heart, but to-night I feel as if it were my

duty to open it for your inspection; and
I do it for the love of woman—for the
love of one woman who made me what 1

am worthy
to be, the husband
woman,”

to
fo

to each other.)
‘ She gave me her little gloved hand,
and to my dying day I shall never forget
the sensation of that moment.
I could not
bear to part with her; without her I felt
that I could do nothing—with her I could
grow to a man’s estatc—a man in the truest sense of the word. From that moment

And those eyes so blue and dancing,
That sparkled at the sight
;

have been

the

she saw and mentally commented upon.
¢¢ « Have you a ‘mother, little boy? she

These lines, written’ by a young mother. after
burying her first-born, will touch a tender chord mm
many hearts
;
.

We don’t think

saw.

I think all I'did for some time
I managed to dispose of the

tobacco, however,

— > B—

80.

I ever

very carefully, all

These, these alone are truly great;
These are the conquerors of fate ;
These truly live, they never die;
But, clothed with immortality,
When they shall lay their armor down,
Shall enter and receive the crown.

because we

and

memory of this beautiful woman affected
her husband.
:
:
“Say! There was very little that I

There are those who battle slander,
Envy, jealousy and hate,

two sexes, if a woman

face

filling ° with tears, as she saw

And life’s bitter trials cease.

Empty

victorious,

and loving, to my boyish heart it was the
countenance of an angel.”
¢ What in the world did you say P" interrupted Mrs. Haviland, her bright eyes

Where pain and sorrow smart.
They are angels, bearing to us
Love’s rich ministry of peace;
While the night is nearing to us,

An

came

of a good

Ds

my friend.
“1 grew careful of my personal
ance,

careful

of

my

strove in every way
noble

friendship.

with

appear-

conversation,

and

to be worthy of this
Two

years

this delightful manner—two

passed

years

in

that

made me. My friead not only attended to
my studies, striving also all the while to
sow the right kind of spiritual seed, but

sheprocured me a business situation with
a particular friend of hers, where I remain

to this day. Nobody but God knows what
I owe this woman, During the last three
months of those two years, I noticed that
she grew constantly pale and: thin; she
never was betrayed. into speaking of her-

self.

Sometimes when I would ask her if

she felt worse than usual, she would rely:
:
? A “Oh, no!T1 am only a little tired—that

is all.” -

:

“ One evening she kept me by her sofa
much longer than was her custom, while
she arranged lessons and laid out work
enough,-it seemed to me for months.
¢ ¢ Why so much to-night? I inquired,
conscious that my heart ached, andyvaguely
suspecting the cause,
/
*¢ ¢ Because, dear,’ she answered, ‘I do
not want you to come

for

and I'am avxious that

the

you

sufficient work to anticipate,

next

week,

should

hage

as well as

to

keep you busy. I think I can trust you to
be a good boy, John ?’
4

~~“ ¢] think you can; ma'am,’ I answered,
. “Why, John!" said Mrs, Haviland, almost sobbing.
:
softly approaching—babe still held tight
‘“ « If I should see your mother, my boy,
‘¢ you
to her
you absolutely frig
] hten. before long, what shall I say to her for
me.”
you ?
’
:
:
“ Let's have the story,” said (he rest of
‘ Then I knew all, and my grief knew
the group, certain that something good, no bounds. It is no use to go on. She
be anticipated, and John commenced, died two days after; and when I hear folks

at
first a little timid, but gaining confidence
as he proceeded.
Gis
4 When I first came

to New

York,

saying,

‘ There’s a woman

at

the

of it,’ I feel like telling the whole

at what

a woman did for
baie
Citizen.

bottom

world

me."—American

. Men are often capable of greater things
than they perform. . They are sent into this
world with bills of credit, and seldom draw

profane | to their full extent.
picked up

“No one until you

© “Now this is what I call comfort,” said
-..

S————

.

Madge Harley, as she sat down by her
neighbor's fire one evening ; ‘here you are
at your sewing, with the kettle steaming on

could get away with my paper a day with
“the best of ’em.
:
:
“ True, every word of it,” continued the the hob, and the tea-things on the table, exspeaker.
pecting every minute to hear your husband’s
¢ One afternoon’ I was sent with a note step, and see his kind face look in at the
from my employer to a house in the upper door. Ah! if my husband was but like
part of the city. TI hadn’t anything to read, yours, Janet.”
:
but I kad plenty of tobacco, and with that
“He is like mine in many of his ways,”
I proposed to entertain myself during the said Janet, with a swile, “and if you will
two or three hours I must spend in the pas- «allow me to speak plainly, he would be still
sage. For some distance I did not notice more like him if you took more pains to
who were beside me, but by-and-by a lady ‘make him comfortable.”
said very softly and pleasantly: ¢ Would
“What do you mean?” cried Madge;
you please, little boy, be more careful, I ‘‘our house is as clean as yours; 1 mend
am going to a party this afternoon, and I my husband's clothes, and cook his dinner
should hate to have my dress spoiled.’
as carefully as any woman in the parish,
«I looked into her face. It was the
and yet he never stays at home of an even-

\

Only gives a nobler daring,

I

Courtship After Marriage.

a little the

hardest job I ever attéwmpted, but after two
weeks of nausea and jel
stomach-

STAR, OCTOBER

the oaths he

ped with a naturalness that surprised

‘even myself. The boys _in the office all

/

‘We did not make the world, but we may
mend it, and must live in it.

ing, while you sit here by your cheerful
fire night after night as happy as can be.”
“As happy as can be on earth,” said her
friend gravely; *‘yes, and shall I tell "you
the secret of it, Madge?’
*I wish you would,” said Madge, with a
deep sigh; “it's misery to live as I do
now.”
“Well, then,” said Jdnet, speaking slowlv and distinetly; “I let my husband see
that 1 love him still, and that I learn every
day to love him more. Love is the chain

that binds him to his home. The world may
call it folly, but the world

is not my

law-

giver.”

“And do you really think,” exclaimed
Madge, in surprise, ‘that husbands care for
that sort. of thing #”
“For love, do youn mean ?” asked Janet.

“Yes; they don't feel at all as we do,
Janet, and it don't take many years of married life to make them think of a wife as a

sort of maid-of-all-work.”
“A libel, Madge,” said Mrs. Matson,
laughing ; ‘I won't allow you to sit in
William’s chair and talk so.”
;
“No, because your husband is different,
and values his wife's love, while John cares
for me only as his house-keeper.”
“I don’t. think that,” said Janet, *‘although
I know “that he said to my husband the
other day that courting time was the happiest of a man’s life. William reminded
him that there is greater happiness than
that, even on earth, if men but give their
hearts to Christ. Inow John did not alter
his opinion, but he went away still thinktng
of his courting time as of a joy too great to
be exceeded.”
“Dear fellow,” cried Madge, . smiling
through her tears, *‘I do believe he was
very happy then. I remember I used to
listen for his steps as I sat with my dear
mother by the fire, longing for the happiness of seeing him.”
“Just so,” said Janet;

‘‘do you ever

feel

like that now ?”
Madge hesitated.

‘Well, no,not exactly.”

- “And why not?”

“Oh, I don’t know,” said Madge ; *‘mar-

ried people give up that sort of thing.”
“Love, do you mean ?” asked Janet.
“No, but what people call being sentimental,” said Mrs.

Harley.

.

‘Longing to see your husband is proper
sentiment,” replied Janet.
.

*‘But some people are ridiculously foolish
before others,” reasoned Madge.
“That proves they want sense.

I am not

likely to approve of that, as William would

soon

tell you; all I want is that

wives

should let their husbands know they sre

still loved.”

obs

“But men are so vain,” said Madge,
‘that it isdanZerous to show them mach
atteution. ” i

Her friend looked up, **O Madge, what
are you saying ? Have you, then, married

with the notion that it is not good for John
to believe you love him ?”
No, but it is not wise to show

that

yom

care too much for them.”

“Say I and him; do not talk of husbands
in general, but of yours in. particu'ar.”
‘“‘He thinks quite enough of himself already, I assure you.”
.
“Dear Madge,” said Janet, smiling,
“would it do you any’ harm to receive a
littie more attention from your husband P”
“Of course not. I wish he'd try,” and
Mrs. Harley laughed at the idea.
“Then you don’t think enough of yourself already? And nothing would make
you vain, I suppose ?”
* Madge colored, and all the more when
she perceived that William Matson had
come in quietly, and was now standing behind Janet's chair.

This, of course, put an

end to.the conversation.

Madge retired

her own home to think ‘of Janet's

to

words,

and to confess secretly that they were wise.
Hours passed before John Harley returned home. He was a man of good abilites,
and well to do

in

the

world;

and

having

married Madge because he truly loved her,
he bad expected {o have a happy home.

But partly because he was reserved and
sensitive, and partly because Madge

to make him

vain,

they

bad

feared

grown

very

cold toward each other, so cold that John

began to think the ale-house a more comfortable place than his own fireside.
That night the rain fell in torrents, the
winds howled,
and it was not until the midnight hour had arrived that Harley left the
public-house and hastened toward his cottage, He was wet through when he at
length crossed the threshold : he was, as he

gruffly muttered, ‘‘nsed to that; but he
was not ‘‘used” to the tone and look with

which his wife drew near to welcome him,

nor to find warn clothes by & crackling five,
and slippers en the hearth; nor to hear no
reproach for late hours, and neglect, and

dirty footmarks as he sat in his armchair.
Some change hud come to Madge, he was
very sure. She wore a dress he had bought.
her years ago, with a neat linen collar
around the neck, and had

a cap,

with white ribbons, on her head.
“Who

worth dressing for to-night ?"
:

ea

{3

)

half laughing,

“I? Nonsense;
me !” cried John,

you

didn’t
4

~

dress

“You won't believe if, perhaps,
did.

for
. A SYSTEM
use-of

but I

this evening, and she has

given

me

at

i

who pass away from the mortal state and
limita-

‘| tons.

and

Hervet,

other

speakers.

M.

A.,

By

author

of
n,” ete. New York:
Harper & Brothers. 1873. octavo. pp. 632.
The author of this work is both a student
and
a thinker. He takes pains to make himself fomihar with the ideas of other men, and then he
uses his liberty in striking out into the paths and

some

very ‘good advice. So mow, John, what
would you like for your supper?”
John, who was wont to steal to the shelf

at night und content himself with anything fields where he is an original explore
r.
The
he:could find, thought Madge's offer “tho. principles that underlie every true and adequat
e
!

excellent Lo be refused, ‘and very soon a
large
bowl of chocolate was steaming on |™d 4Pplied in dealing with
the work of the

said,

old Madge
That was enough; her elbow somehow
found its way then to the arm of his. great
chair, and she sat quietly looking at the

fire.

After awhile John spoke again:

analysis, and

for

their use

in suggestion,

It was like going back to

him

a wiser,

a

or otherwise.

more

thoughtful,
more earnest-hearted man.
And when, after a happy silence, be: took
the big Bible, and read a chapter, as he had
been wont to read to her mother in former
times, she bowed her head and prayed.
Yes, prayed—for pardon, through
the

The

id

3)

book

writings furnish

eral successor;
mode, were the
ets they were
successors that

and the apostles, as to rank and
last of their line, while ‘as prophof their Divine Master the last
were fully, but not the last that

were partially, inspired,
‘ Another

of these

;

J

principles is, that

it must

be the duty and privilege of all preache
rs, to
heed the precepts and follow the example
of the

best of their predecessors;

that the

boly proph-

ets are best, in this sense: that they spoke
as
they were moved by the Holy Ghost, and, there-

fore, neither

to do Good.

sinned

nor erred either

as to the

matter or to the manner of their ulterances
; and
best iu this other sense, that they spoke
and were

to be appreciated, and

au

down till it has been read from title-p
age to finis.

THE STORY OF THE EARTH AND Max.
By J.
W. Dawson, LL. D., F. R,8., F. G. S., author
of “ Acadia
n Geology,” ete. New York: Harper & Brothers, 1873. 12mo. Pp. 408,
Dr. Dawson understands geological science
,

He has kept page
the ablest e
theory and

with the advanced thought of

unders; he knows what is mere
canjecture,and what has been well es-

tablished by the research and reasoning
of years,
And he is really successful and happy ‘in
his pre-

sentdtion of the great mass of facts
which he has

gathered,as he is intelligent, discreet and
modest
in drawing out his conclusions. He
exhibits a
marked candor,and can not justly be
charged with

mpdels for

Bea

“ The Lord Jesus Crist,as a priest, Lid no
lit-

blood of Jesus Christ—for strength to fulfill

Way

sacred

the preacher.

must be studied

thoughtful reader will hardly be able to lay
it

,
that we say

it also observed

themselves ag
‘This is but a

we form so significant a part, the volume
rare and unique product of an eminent scientis a
ist
and a most attractive and popular teacher.
The

prophet and speaks; for we do not think
that all

parts of the

every duty in the futuré—for the all-powerful influence of the Spirit, for blessings on
her husband evermore.
She .prayed—and not in vain.—British
Workman.
:

One

Be

and! visual

takeits sta-

of which takes the form of a dialogue,
and keeps
the reader constantly stimulated by
the wonder~
ful things already told and eager in
anticipating
others still more wonderful, which
are sure to
come. Asawork suggesting some 67
the many
marvelous things that. inhere in the unive
rse to
which we stand so closely related and
of which

the old days to feel his arm around her as ers of the gospel are successors of the prophets,
her head lay on his shoulder, and to hear inclading the * Light of the World® in his proonce again the kind words meant for her phetieal character; accepting the term prophet,
however, not if the sense of mere predictor,
but
ear alone.
of one who speaks in behalf of God and
with his
She never once asked if this would make commission
and assistance, whether the comhim ‘‘vain;” she knew, as if by instinct, mission be special, and the inspira
tion plenary
that it was making

locomotive

enlarged, may

specimen of the teaching in the book, the
matter

may here be
One of these is that all true preach-

mentioned.

ied spirit, with

powers wonderfully

years earlier,—and 50 one may see all the phase
s

“Madge, dear, do you remember the” old treatise therefore begins at a point peculiar to
days when we used to sit side by side in itself, though it. covers the whole field and does
Justice to every part ‘of it. We cai hardly
do
your mother’s kitchen ?”
| better than to let the author
unfold his central
“Yes.”
idea and define his method in his own
words,
“I was a younger man then, Madge, and, Here Is his%tatement :
as they told me, handsome; now I am
“The writer has endeavored to find the groundgrowing older, plainer, duller. Then you work of Homileties and to reduce the s¢ience to
something like a clear and sufficie
nt | System,
—you loved me; do you love me still ?”
Some of the principles upon Which,
in his judgShe looked up in his face, and her eyes ment the science
is properly founded,

answered him.

For examp

of the earthly history presenting
in the actuul earlier experience,

after all, he composes his work on a ‘theory of
oratory that is somewhat peculiar. He makes
inspiration the life of all eloquence, and especially of that which performs its office in
the
pulpit. And so the public addresses found
in
the Scriptures are taken up for examination,

‘Dear

curious and sometimes startling.

The author supposes that the disembodied orlere.:
embod

turning the attention to the earth, may
perceive
itself as it was in infancy and childhood seven
ty

preacher,

whether "that work be carried on in
the table. Then his wife sat down, for a the
quietud
wonder, by his side, and talked a little, aud face with e of the study or standing face to
the audience in the pulpit, Mr. Her
listened, and looked pleased, when at last, vey does not fail to take
note of that fact; but,

as if he could not help’ it, he

More or less of what is here offered in

detail is based upon conjecture, but a
much larger part rests on well established facts and laws
in physical and mental gelence. The la 8 hav.
ingwreference to the transmission of light are
especially concerned, and the practical result
s are

tionona distant star, at which the light" radiat
ing from the earth at n.given period has
rived after a journey of seventy years,just ar.
and,

system of rhetoric are of course to be recogni
zed

;

anything like

intense and

narrow

partisansh

In tracing the geologieat processes by means ip,
of
which
the earth has reached its present
condition,

as the fitted abode of man, he carries
with him

in a deligtful

and

his reader

instructive compan.

fonsbip. The work has not all’ the pictu
resqueness,the contagious and genial eathusiasm
or the
deep and unaffected Christian rever
ence which
marked the earlier production of Prof.
Guyot,
that bore nearly the same title; but it
is 8 volume
of real and
may well be

exceptional merit, whosé comin
g
hailed by the scientific student
and

the general reader.

BED-TIME STORIES.
By
is
Moulton. With THustToLions ar, dsCr
yard. Boston: Roberts Brothers, 1373. andlor
16mo.

A few summers ago I was sojourning at préfiestined to
speak not only to their own repp. 289,
the elegant villa, overlooking the Sound, spective generations, but to all
It is a series of pleasant, animated and
generations, and
whol.
the country residence of John Dogood, Esq,, were therefore moved to adapt their commun ica- some stories which a well-known and deserv
edtions to man, as a creature endowed with certain ‘ly popular writer for Juvenile reader
a wealthy New York merchant.
s has here
brough
natural
t
togeth
powers
er.
of
mind,
They
and to mankind as a
will tend to defer bedMr. Dogood went to the city two or
time for the little people to an unusua
race betraying a common origin and possess
ing a
lly late
three times a week to look after his inter- common
hour.
fund and average amount
That, however,
ests there, and,

one

evening, after

his

re-

looking at the children playing
lawn, He said to his wife:
** Sister North is vepy podrly.”

on

the

am afraid she suffers for want
hot weather.”
“Yes,” he said, “that’s it.

air this

* Ove

tarn thence, as we sat on the . shady pinzza,

preacher

1

her

it be

see that
we

by

a moment, you

proposing

should

be

to

offering

pay

flowed from the

.

their

|

“Oh, T don’t differ with you,” was the
‘‘ Ionly

thought

our style of living is so unlike what they

and

imagery, its sancti-

The volume is every way a noble and excellent one, and espécially deserving the attention
of public speakers. The Christian minister will

are accustomed to, they might not feel perfectly at home with us.”
‘ Toop

said

the

gentleman,

‘* we must

find its study a source of high satisfaction, and
he can hardly fuil to gather from it lessons that
carry a large meaning and offer abundant profit.

keep our’’style modestly in the background,
and take care that neither our manners or
conversation remind them of social distinctions.”
Mr. and Mrs, Dogood were members df
a New York church, in which they worshiped durlng the winter, when occupying their
city mansion, and while they were the
main support of the
near their country

little village sanctuury
home, their connection

AN OUTLINE STUDY OF MAN; or, The Body
With illustrations,
and Mind in one system.
diagrams, aud a method for blackboard teach-

ing.

By Mark Hopkins, D. D.,LL. D., author

Moral Science,” ete. New
of “Lectures on
York : Scribner, Armstrong & Co. 1873. 12mo.

Pp. 308,

Bold by E. J. Lane & Co.

Dr. Hopkins is one of the strong men of the
country. His mind bas massiveness and solidity in an eminent degree.
His discourses, whatever be the theme with which he deals, are at
‘once ‘analytic and
constructive, they grapple
with great principles, and they never fail to set

with the city fraternity was not forgotton,
aswe see by Mr. D's hastening to visit |
Mrs, North,"when an account of her illness
: tle some things that needed settlement nor to
was given by the pastor.

The husband and

true yoke

wife were

illumine

tending

inference

the

carryall,

some

diet,

and

kind

iniprovement and

attentions,

hope.

brought

Then as strength

came to the elder, and cheerfulness to the
younger, our interceurse with them increas-

ed, and we found them not only intelligent
companions, but possessed of a fund of

Scripture

and
A
ed,
ite

loxé ‘which enriched our minds

enlarged our apprehension.
few weeks of sweet enjoyment followMrs, North’s room became the favorresort of all the household. From

the accomplished. mistress to the smallest

child and himblest handmaiden, each found

had

stood

in the mist,

He de<

clusions by definite and personal study, and who
therefore utters them with the accent of strong
and vital conviction.
He compels. his hearers
and readers to
think, but he has tho power to
make
careful
tRinking at once
pleasant and

‘vr

fruitful,

would

have been that the party were social equals
as well as loving Christian sisters.
Mrs. North was indeed in feeble health,
and Caroline was very anxious about her,
but a few days of pure air, fresh, whole-

what

livers himself like one who has reached his cone

fellows in active benevolence; and when
Mrs. Dogood,
dressed in a plain linen
suit, received Mrs. North and her daughter at the boat, with cordial welcome,
and drove them to her villa in an unpre-

York

& Chicago. .

ers and authors.

And

so, though

there have

been many books on Geometry, eleme
ntary and
for advanced pupils, yet Prof, Peck
finds reasons for issuing another, which
he hopes is an
impro

vement upon its predecessors,
and which
is pretty sure to be followed by
the product of

some other equally confident author
. But this
work seems to us to possess many excel
lences,
Tt unites simplicity and comprehensivenc
ss very
happily,

presenting nearly every important
principle that is dealt with in the larger
works with-

in much less than the usual space, and
vet, while
simplifying and abbreviating with
a constant re-

oquence, its simplicity

Vieyra, Bunyan, Brydayne, Wesley, Whitefield,
and other such men have afforded us valusble
materials wherewith to buttress and to window
:
this homiletical structure.”

thas, as

New

No text-book is 50 complete and unexc
eptionable that it becomes the despai
of rall other teach-

especially deserves the attention of teacher,

tude and spontaneity, its energy and keennes
s,
modified and supplemented by the copieusness,
the didactic precision and the logical piiancy
of

them alms.

oo

THE RIVER OF LIFE. For
A superior and rich collection
popular musi

You know, my dear, that, although they the Hellenistic oratory. And these
have nat~
are poor, they are our sisters in the Ges- urally attracted to themselves whatever in postpel, and we, although we are rich “in this apostolic sermons possesses kindred and conge~
nial qualities. Chrysostom, Augustine, Luther,
world, must not be high-minded.”
}
quick response.

1873. 1200. 8

gard to economy, leaving nothing in
the mist
that needs to stand in the sunlight,
The work

Here we have found materials of a qual-

fied with a variety ‘so moderateas to preserv
e
their unity and homogeneousness,
They embrace the peculiar excellences of the Hebrew
el-

“It is our duty, by proper hospitality, to
make them feel at ease,’ was the quiet

will

that

is no fault of the stories,

A TREATISE ON ANALYTICAL GEOM
ETRY, with
applications to lines and forces of
the first and
steold dens,
Villian G. Peck, LL. D.

ity exceedingly rich,and at the sume time diversi-

work.

-Will they feel atiease in our cirele »**

board,

benefits

--#On such a foundation as this,congruity teaches
Us with what materials we should build.
The
public addresses of Moses and the other
Hebrew
prophets, the sermons of our Divine Master,
the
sacred speeches of Peter, Stephen, and Paul,
and
the inspired biographies of these, togethe
r with
the Scripture precepts on preaching,
are the
quarries to which we are beholden for the
most
solid, as well as the most polished, parts
of our

board ata farm-house?

answer, ‘‘ and if you reflect

all the

prototypes.

around

‘ wouldn't

with . the

exertion of the intrafismissible gifts of their great

went to

. ** To come here ?” queried Mrs. D., * to
this house P”
““Yes,” he replied, régarding. her with
better to pay

main, identical

other similar and corresponding gifts, while they

her was stifling ;)so I invited her to come
out here, and Caroline to come and nurse
her; it will be the best medicine for her.”

a gentle smile, ‘ why not
“Why,” said the lady,

is, in the

also enjoy

see her to-day, and the atmosphere

of knowledge.
is that, while the true

principle

Scripture Prophet he is in some important
points,
and yet not essentially, different from him;
for
in order to supply in the post-apostolic
preachers the lack of the peculiar and incommunicab
le
gifts of their predecessors, they are indued
with

‘‘1 am sorry to heir it,” she replied, ¢ I
of

other

In the volume before us we have reported the
courseof lectures delivered before the Lowell
Institute, in Boston, some time since, written

out and revised from phonographic reports.

In

delivering the lectures, he made a very free use
of the blackboard, setting forth and enforcing his
points by means of varied diagrims, It is a
comparatively new method in which to teach
mental and moral science, but the lecturer seems
to muke it thoroughly successful. Many of the

dingrams

reappear

in the

volume, suggest the

use to which they were originally put by the author, and offer valuable aid to those who might

wish to

reproduce his method

structiofin the class-rodm.

in their own in-

The work is one of

great freshness and value, bitving little of the
dryness which most persons look for inthe discussion of such

subjects as are

here dealt with.

It is full of thought, and most of it is presented
in a form as popular as it is forcible. One comes
into vital contact’ with a powerful, and stimu-

of new

and

including Anniversaries, Instifutes,
&c. By H. 8. Perkins and Wm. W. Concerts,
Bentley.

Boston: Oliver Ditson & Co. pp. 160

The collection is a good

one, and both tunes and

ten and compiled

?

hymos have beep writ-

with an

intelligent regard for
the tastes and needs of the 8. S. classes
and the
young people generally.

thing heretofore

It is not a copy of any-

issued, but has qualities and a

real character of its own.
SCRIBNER'S

MONTHLY

for

Nov. opens a new

volume,and, after all the excéllent thing
s dene in
it, and promised for the future, this
issue is calculated to take one by surprise.
It is, without
qualification,n magnificent number,
1ts opening
article, The

Great

South, is

long, but

intere

sting, and in thé number und character
of the illustrations that set it off, it wakes
a prolonged

admiration.

Besides

many other

ers who are well known

| tributions,

eminent writ-

by their previous con-

Adeline

Trafton, Rebecca Harding
Davis and James Anthony Froude
give us the
first installments of theiy peculiar and
taking lit-

erary work.

issues,

Tliey are to go on with it in future

Celia Thaxter, Louise C. Moulton, Mac-

donald,

Helen

Hunt,

E.

make contributions.

C.

Dr.

Stedman,

&e.,

all

Holland does ‘some of

hig best things, and every department
is admirably provided for, Scribner's isa great
sucoess.—

New York: Scribner & Co.

THE ATLANTIC

MONTHLY and OUR

YOUNG

Forks, both come out in good season and with

abounding

attractions.

In

their

own

depart-

ments they have little to fear from rivalry, —~Bos-

ton: James R. Osgood & Co.
HARPER'S

5

MAGAZINE closes its forty-seventh

volume with the issue for Nov., and the merits

are numerous and- large enotigh to warrant the
supposition that this was got up especially with
a view of attracting subscribers to the next
yol-

ume. But, good as it 16, itis only a fair sample
of what its subscribers have learned to expect

each month, and

they are seldom

disappointed.

There are three amply illustrated articles,—The

Soeeret of the Strait, The Mountains, offering us
the characteristic products of Porte Crayon’s
pencil in all their snggestiveuess, and A Few
French Celebrities, in which likenesses of a doz©N persons appear, representing

the various de-

partments of modenn French literature,

laris here again,
short vacation

Caste~

But bis pen is now to have a

and @ great variety of litorary

dishes is served'up to complete the ample feast.

Mr. Gurtis is back in the Easy

Chair,

discoursing seems unusually pleasant,

and his
Taken as

the time spent in that chamber to be not on- lating mind as he turns these leaves, and can a whole, Harper is always magnificent; it was
hardly fail to receive a fresh infusion of life,
| never before so good as now, and it promisesto
ly profitable but deeply interesting.
By the
improve still.~New York : Harper & Brothers.
time the dear invalid was able to come BTORIES
OF INFINITY, Lumen
ho

lohger

OTe

fit

for duty’s sake ‘but ‘fol! theit“own.<ddvo.
cate'dnd Guardian,

"7

SIT

Comet~~In Intinity.

By Camille Siftory lof a

tht ec bE Sr ni
authorof ¢“ The Atmosphere,”

:

ers.

by-E. J. Lane& Co.

.

ete. Truuslated

no.

ho.

7p.

p.

.

Soll g

+ This not easyto state,
iin a brief paragrph; the

{real ‘peculiaritiesof this bookk #0 as to convey a
Just and

al: you want, and in- tents. adequute’ iden of its character and conIt is intended to suggestisome of the asvites you to oome and receive it,
pects of the universe
God promises you

and the experiences of the

ro.

wa

3

Winfred

* Rhetoric of Conversat

»

Wl

v

buman soul as ‘they beleng to the life of those

OF CHRISTIAX RHETORIC,
for the
Preache
rs

George

I have been talking with Mrs, Matson

was

has been here

Literary Review.

said Madge,

down, and with her loving nurse join the’
Aamily circle, the gentle pair bad won all
trimmed hedrts, and their
welcome

‘You're smart, Madge,” he exclaimed at
last, when he had stared at ‘Her for some
little time in silence.

came,”

29, 1873.

’
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THE GALAXY is thotbughly' itself. : Frost's
The Stage 9 it was, Mrs,

Harding Davig’s One

Week
an Editor, Browne’s Women as Tactipians,
and Sorrotury
Adume’s 0

Wellow

nd, per in reviaw

of

on, th s tting forth Mr. Lincoln

and Mr. S6«vardds’ bia

knew and estimated them,

will prove especially readable. The whole thing
is got up with the usual ability and attractive--

ness.—~New Yogk: Sheldon & Co.
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Oh, blessed lope: that fuller far
Than e’en this rest inwrought,

Remaineth yet a rest more deep,

men,

A Short Creed for To-day.

throne.

Some critic has said that the genius of
Charles Dickens consisted in his forecasting
the popular life that was coming, and then
Picturing it in his works before it bad risen
above
the horizon to the slower vision of
the multitude. The genius of the church
in every age has a similar problem to meet
the ever-shifting line of Error’s advance, to

attack the attacking front, to have the prescience to see what phase of Truth needs
emphasis. This it is that makes epdchs in
church history.
/
What is the front of battle to-day? And
what is the creed which the coming life of
the world should erystalize? Let us remember creeds are forcible and should be
emphasized in proportion as they are living, and can strike their organizing life into the world around ther.
- We need have
no controversy now regiirding certain cardinal doctrines that have become the heritage of the church, and passed, like the iron
of the blood, into its very life and heart.

controversy

settled for all time the doctrine of the Trinity. It was the want of age, and the re-

ligious life of that age, under the high
temperature of its quickened thought, crys-

talized the doctrine. Now it is one of our
treasures—not a lump of carbon, to be
upon

again, but a diamond, whose

luster never can be taken from us. The
thought of the church in that matter is not
going
back upon itself, The corruption of
the church in the Middle Ages gave the
necessary conditions for the doctrine of the

sixteenth

century—justification

by faith.

There are individuals who deny it; but let
us net Spend our time in polemics concerning
rudiments which every child of
God must accept.

arsenal, and wear it on our breast, and

go on to whatever the course of God's
broadening education shall lay to our hands.
What is the world’s present peril, wheth.er in thought or practice?
It we can discover

that,

church

life

may

then

in

its

quickened and fiery heart forge the weapon
of ereed that will be our defense.
A distinguished writer says: ‘‘ Our enemy to-day is materialism.” Let us for a
moment follow the line of that hint. There
is. & suggestive parallel between our position on
this continent and the place Israel
occupied among the nations.
.
The Jews were remarkable in the position they held between the Greek civilization, on

the

one side, and the Semitic des-

potisms, on the other. They were honored
. to be the educators of peoples as no nation

before or. since has been honored.

Their

nd stood fronting two ways — toward
G reece, on the one side, and
Mesopotamia,

on the other; and so their national religious life was a mediator between culture
and despotism, interpreting
gto the Greek
mythology the eastern idea of one God, as
the surest doctrine of national success and

unity, and translating to eastern slavery

the

loftier ‘and better ideas of western lib-

erty in those fearful days;

when, being the

stamping-ground of contending hosts, they
fought for liberty and nationality, for the
* ideas of the west and the east combined, as

men never fought before.

ward
day.

eternal

Israel's west-

front was precisely what ours is toThe Jews had to interpret and im-

relations to

;

materialism

*

This

popularized

this

nat-

uralism of polite literatwi@ and literary
sotiety, is seen in the lack of that depth
and strength of-tone and that heartiness
and robustiiess of temper which characterize a mind into which
the personality of
od and the responsibility of man cut
sharply,

and

which

does

shrink from a severe
conselonshese

not

and

ake, then, this idea

.

cowardly

out

of the

las, Bacchus, or Mars. Their marts and
streets were full of gods, but there was no
God above their marts.
Let us consider

we are not under the shadow of

" the same course that shattered the art of
Greece and the armies of Rome. Our philosophers have striven either to bury Godin
the magnificent sarcophagus of natumal
laws, or spirit him

out

of his

universe

in

the vapor clouds of a sentiment too ethereal to attract a human vision and to unreal to anchor a human

hope.

:

>

That God in whom our fathers believed,
whose existence and agency were the nerve

and sinew of inductive philosophy the long-

ing for whose personal appearance even
litted - Plato’s (poughts into an enduring
‘spblimity, and who strode along Judean
hls ti | they smoked under his footsteps
or :flamed at his touch—that God whose
personality has lashed into whiteness every
chore ‘of the ‘world’s ‘thought, as in ocean
lashes

continents,

is now to the ear of our

philosopher only the dim murmur of a real-

ity that has almost passed from his con-

sciousness ; the linZzering echo of the ocean's
diapason, that haunts the tinted shell of his

-geience or his sentiment, but no longer has

wer to mold or shape
his philosophy,
he Pantheism of Schelling aud
Hegel permeates much of the’ science of the nine-

teenth century,
fended

.

No longer a dogma, de-

by Jogo, it has

passed like a spirit

(against which it is
difficult to take arms)
into the lifeof our thinking.
:

It infects our natural science; it

an-

of moral

accountability,

is capable of any

degeneracy.

Let us not fret ourselves be-

cause

breaks

crime

out

here

Ripening

or there.in

crust

of

moral

insensibility

neath it which says:

to

upon

himself.”

their

glare

all.

our

social

an

and

ing.

e have spoken of the looseness of public
morals. There is a bitterer fruit of our denial of God than that. The decadence of
an aggravated symptom of

the: general sinking of all our life, our
thought and feeling to the level of this
world. Materialism brings forth mammon.
The canker of our life to-day, that thing
our blood and darkens our eye and breaks
our elasticity, is mammon.
Shut out God,

to our institutions, of open assault upon our
religion, of external world pressure upon
our Pury: Given a vivid feeling of a pres-

theater,

and mammon

his god.

Thus

it becomes, powerful in common life, Oar
wa erase is the Wediator that hus,
eS it into the popular language, an

briuge into id

life the fine theories

of the

Thus, at last, the most

philosopher.

subtle or abstract thou t passes into the
workshop,

the, office, and. the ‘parlorto de-

termine. the
daily lifeal tie peo . Do
not.ask what effect the speculations of Hux-

ley,

Comte, Darwin, or

Draper can have on

existence,

Life

must

There

a

fuil'

ly.

P The

man

in

ago,

towards

the city of
that the

most

into
and
The
but

children

wills it,

helpless

.

the nearest

of the

nations

may bave a common

Im'teaching

the degenerthe churches

share who. hold to

the idea with the vigor of Old Testament
theology; and only those ¢hurches will be
and
excluded whose weak sentimentality

wicked ssli-righteousness obscure, like a
dens¢ mist, that glorious trath of divine
unity sand presence which is the one light
of the a)
A
And when the church enters the lists of
this battle, she will have to contend, not,
as once, with fire and sword, but with

science, art, industry, and commerce—with

anvils and easles, with pictures and poems,
and railroads ; nay, rather,
with steamboats
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0
Wan

vital

casual

Yet,

as

it is the

tendency

thatis

rough

and

blemishes

of

Jesus of the

offense

Christ
ian

of

endure the

died.—Réb.
opdat

nll

cup,
oe sh

pities

all

THE

endure

BEST

ARTICLE

YET

INTRODUCED.

scoff and

dost

the buffeting.

experiente

DENNIS

& CO.

SHEA

MEMOIROF

in

manu-

A

REMARKABLE

and

MAN.

Rev. Nathaniel Colver, D.D., with Lectures, Plans

of Sermons, etc., by Rev.J. A. Smith, D.D., of the
¢ Standard,” Chicago. Just issued in one handsomely bound Vol., 450 pages, Pica dl .75, and to be
sold by subscription.
Agents wanted
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Rev. A, P. Mason, Disc’t Sec’y A.B. H, M.S, of
Boston, says:
\
“1 first opened the Memoir of Dr. Colver at the 7th
chapter and read that through—while this gratified,
it did not satisfy—my appetite was only sharpened ;
I turned to the
beginning and could not lay the book
aside until 1 had read it all.”
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You enter a church on the Sabbath forenoon with a timid, hesitating - step; are
gravely, civilly scrutinized by the sexton,
who, you feel, is taking your measure and
estimating your social position. The worshipers pass you as if you were a post.

Now, the chief bond of Christian fellowship, and esteen
is the
grace of Christ in
the heart.
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or less to be . reckoned as faults and blemWhat we have to fear is, not the wild ishes, do mot necessarily involve positive
delinquencies. A brother may have sprung
beasts of the forests—heasts of blasphemy,
beasts of passion, beasts of crime;
but the from a lower station in ‘society, he may
petted golden calf in the sanctuary. To have boorish manners, narrow prejudices,
give it fap and glitter our women give he may be rude in his, ways, have a disaeeable cant, possess a careless disregard
| their jel and our business wen coin
or the proprieties and refinements of his
their bodies
and souls. What is it that
shrivels the heart and palsies the arm of more cultivated brethren and sisters; yet
the church on this continent, to-day—that under all, there may be a truly sanctified
church that has the ear of the world and nature, a ‘loyal Christian heart, warm with
the reach of all nations ? Is it the Positive the love of Christ. Now, shall such be
Philosophy? No. ' Philosophy is the dream avoided in our church relations, cut and
of a thinker. Religion must be the life of disesteemed by their more cultivated bretha multitude, Is it national and social im- ren? Isnot the law of Christian: fellowmorality? No." The rod of religion, held ship often disregarded in word and manner
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motion was
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existence and individual character may
draw in iucreasing strength; and hence
springs that entire submission which few
attain to, although all fancy they feel it.

dation of social and national life. Let us
not be unduly afraid of foreign opposition

fire of the idolatry of self and

:
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stand Jothiop of its movements.

ery situation, whether pleasant or otherwise, as a source from which our interior

and loose yourself from a fecling of accountubility, and then you are ready for
the lowest
estate to which the paragon of
animals can fali—the worship of self and of
success ; and that is the peril at the foun-

pervading

SO

which we should never lose sight of—I
mean that of the ripening ror death. Death
any quite respectable churches have this
is mot a break in existence, it is but an intermediate circumstance—a transition from spirit. Tt is hard to say who is responsible
one form of our finite existence to another. for it, or for correcting it. But it is no
The moment of maturity for death can not "help. It chills those who had a little
be decided by any human wisdom or in- warmth, and it keeps out those who are a
ward feeling, and to attempt to do so little cold. It is as effective against the apwould be nothing better than the vain proach of the poor as a notice against tresrashness of human pride.
That decision passers. And while persons who value the
can only be made by Him who can at once church as a social elevator may go and help
look back through our whole course ;% and to work the refrigerating machine, some
both reason and duty require
that we “respectable” persons who wanta little reFor the
should leave the hour to him,
and never ligion, as such, will keep away.
rebel against his decrees by a single im- sake of every lawful purpose of a church,
patient wish. The first. and most important all men should keep this spirit out. The
thing is, to learn to master ourselves, and sexton should look pleasant, and find a
to throw ourselves with peaceful confidence stranger a seat, as if be expected him. Bion him who never changes, looking on ev- bles and hymn-books should be handed by:

losophy and the skepticism of common life.
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imagination, the doctrine of modern phi-
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ry, his attention was attracted by an extraordinary piece of machinery. Countless
wheels and ‘thousands of threads were

the feeling of an anxious-longing for death;
and although it be a nobler one than that of

be-

can dry up the rivulets of flame that illumine
with

reader.”

in his thoughts,—~whether he considered
his own life or the dispensations of providence in the government of the world.
One day, in visiting a ribbon manufacto-

death less than I do, neither amy 1 much
attached to life; but 1 have never known

¢* There is no present

God, and man is a law

. Rev. Dr. Lincoln writes: ‘They
‘meet
the want of the. day for hookah instruct and improve while they fascinate the

of God, which appeared to him full of inscrutable mysteries, The two questions,
‘“ How?" and * Why? were constantly

late!

for Death.

No one, ‘says Von

which all society igyvalking,and which trembles with the surge of that sea of flame

it is too

lh

tongues of flame. These are only epecial
Symptoms of the general disease. 'Chese
are but passing gleams of fire through that
scoriac

girl at
no.

Wash all my sins away.”

chored to any throne and held by no cables

or a falling world.;
gives a- standing
lesson to ourselves, and
this

glitter to our epeculative philosophy; it
enters our agnative literature, giving
epigrams to the essayist and wings
to the
t3 and, entering ‘the field of morals, it
oosens man from all spiritual connections,
makes
hit anactor to himself, shé world
his

I was a good
But not since—Oh

*“The dying thief rejoiced to see
That fountain in his day;
And there may I, though vile as he,

press God's personality upon western idolaters. The Greeks lived, some for culture over its most turbulent whves, can bid
and some for pleasure. The Romans lived them curl back impotent upon themselves,
for glory.
There was no sharp doctrine of and leave room for the trivmphaut march
diylne
personality and consequent moral of the church.
But it is the shameless
accountability to draw them by its tension,
of society and the church at
or check them in their mad pursuit of Pal- prostration
that altar on which burns the unhallowed
whether

“Oh yes, when
home with mother.

ople’s thought and life, and you have
estroyed the nerve of public morality.
Thenceforth public morality, no longer

Sixteen’ Elegant $1.50 Volumes.

Here was the answer to all the perplexed Our second-hand, eight-horse power, portable Steam
thoughts. Yes; the Master has the key. Engine, which was made by the Swamscott Machine
and is at rest forever.
Oh, my
brethen, I He governs and divects all. Ti is enough. Co., in the most substantial and workmanlike manwill preach Jesus in full faith.as ‘to his What need I know more?
‘¢He hath ner, will be sold upon reasonable terms to a eashpower to save the vilest, and to the utter- also established them forever and ever: paying customer.
.
most.
he hath made a decree which shall not
The Engine itself has an extra finish and is but
“We
sang
then,” said
the narrator, pass.” (Ps. 118:6.)
little worn. The boiler is damaged by rust and will
‘with quivering lips and brimming eyes:
need repairing or making over. The whole thing

salutary moral
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n a house of bad repute.
She did not everything included in that matchless grace
know it, The inmates dared not tell her. —the
gentleness of Christ.
oo
. | Nes
.. D. Lotaror
'Messts
0., Co., Boston, ’ pub&
Kindly
I said to her, ‘My child, you -can
of Travel and Adventure, Popunot live a week.’ She threw up her hands
lar
Science, Practical and Instructive Stories
exclaiming, ‘My God! Then Iam lost?"
Hidden Wisdom of God. | in the
most attractive literary and astisfje
‘ ‘No, not lost, my child, but in great
guises, Standard and Religious Works
danger.
You have read the Scriptures,
The mind of a pious workman named
e best authors, and send their {Mustrated
haven't you ?
:
i
Thierney was much occnpied with the ways

¢¢ «Well, that same Jesus 13 on the throne
now, using the pardoning power. He will
do the same for you Mary, that he did for
that poor woman, if you will
to him.
From the deep depravity of the blackest
sin he'll lift you up to* life and happiness.’
And I felt it in my sot.
While I talked,
the poor girl's eyes filled with tears which
flowed over her thin face. And oh, it almost broke my heart with joy to know that
she-came to Jesus. And ere she died, the
oor, broken-hearted girl was made whole
y faith in Christ.
Her last hours were
calm and sweet, and then she fell asleep,

is almost

naturaligm,

feeling,

A

doned, saying, “Go and-sin no more ?”
¢¢ “Yes, I've read that often.’

his

too pervasive through all the ranks of life
to be distinctly noted. It relaxes and enfeebles the whole body
of society. The
doctrine of a persenal
God is the world’s
old tonic; under its inspiration alone an
abiding heroism is
possible in any department of activity.
Professor Shedd, referring
to this godless philosophy, says:

Faith is woven into the

texture of church life. The sixteenth century has made its contribution and left us its
heritage. There can never be another Luther.
He never will be needed. Never
again in ‘‘ such a furnace and such a heat”
can that doctrine be forged. Let us accept
the lesson. Let us hang that breastplate in
our

man's

The effect of this

——

worked.

and

The $1000 Prize Series.

al}

woman, a few days since, lay dying

:

remember
the
woman, the guilty woman, condemned to
death by stoning, whom the Saviour par-

from the whole church of Christ of the
doctrines of God, the creator and judge of

4

prowptinde of Sympathy.
It is love in all faction as furnishing an elevated literature
ts depths, and in all its delicacy. It is for the Family and Sunday School. ~~ 29tf

was long ago. Now
of the letter—is the mightiest agent of in- ‘That
too
late
I"
fidelity, and offers that battle front which
‘“ ‘Mary,’ I said, ‘you
can be met only by a united affirmation

And girded with diviner strength,
Untired, shall rest at last!

Arian

|

"

It is the carpet,

a thrilling fact, coming
As a physician, Igo to

wei

| shops or Huxley in the homes of the poe.
ple—people
- who,
perhaps, never hear the
words Pantheism o> Holey, people “who
have imbibed the spirit, but never heard

*

And sweeter than my thought
Then shall we labor
without toil,
needed
friction past,

Huxley on our

book-shelf is. a. comparatively - harmless
man, But ideas will not. stay on shelves
or float in theories.
Pantheism in work-

¥

A SEIS:

lects or German poetry.

Orleans, Dr.

the lowest places in society sometimes.
oung

4

The original $500.00 Prize Stories (8 vols,
laysits head and forgets half its misery,
‘and The New $500.00 Prize Series
and to which death comes in balmier dream. $12.00)
It is considerateness. It is tenderness of gs vols. $16.75), published by D. LoTHROP

“I must relate
under my notice.

ture, the soul, and its God, We need not
fear Pantheism as it gleams in German dia-

*

soft an
deep, which, whilst it diffusesa
look of ample comfort, deadens many
a
creaking sound, It is the curtain which,
from many a beloved form, wards off at
once the summer's
glow and the winter's
wind, It is the pillow on which sickness

rr

H. arose and said":

5 level of workers, and blinds a whole
neration- of men to the invisible, the fu-

« I'he trinity reveals.

and

1

At a social meeting in New

resent and the tangible, which, finding its
first expression among thinkers, dropsto

§ firm her ovlly shield,
the darts of il oi
!
casts anchor sure and strong,
my restless will ;
.
at the shining eross,
adoring, kneels,

Athanasian

No man

who values the moral life: of the community can afford to be indifferent to that refined Worship of nature, of matter, of the

ha

and fragrance altogether.

‘To the Uttermost.

strata, bul retaining all their original

characteristicsof good or of bad,

.

And all allied, a threefold cord

The

¥

fills ‘many a home with light, and warmth,

AB A

tr W—

Secure I will abide,

To Hue

AL

Sn

ive

That riven rock
anchorage,—
His wounded, bleeding side;
Now close within its depths of love,
And savedby faith from sin,
1 count all things but loss indeed,
80 Christ, my Lord, I win!
* And Hope
-Curbing
While lowly
Love, still

ERAN

DOVER. N, H,

Job Worle zor

ad

filtered down into the valley of lowliest
life, taking somewhat of color from success-

Close hidden in the rock, my rest,

Now Faith

ROU es

g2ggeygw

—

Sr

Gabby

3

RA

the morals of the people. The world is bring her sons and daughters from far, the
full of conductors and interpreters. The | abundance of the sea and the forces of the
cold drifts of the age’s loftiest thought are Gentiles.—Independent.
>

. My. Refuge."
+
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p ISCELLANEOUS.

tention during the past
four years, three
which were spent in Jerusalem, is finished.

Thanksgiving, November 27th.
. The money order clerk of the Atlanta postHis
office is a defaulter to the amount of $6000.
father. is postmaster, and will pay the full
amount to the gev ernment.
The expenses of the recent fair of the New
England Agricultural Society at Mystic Park were

cury and bees-wax, known

Five armed men entered a dwelling-house
near Catskill, N. Y., Sunday evening, put the
deliberately robbed the
in irons and
[amity
Yhouse.
The National Life Insurance Company of New

receiy-

John Hall and Patrick
the sixth cavalry, Fort

in the killing of

Hays, Ks., Friday last, resulted

effort will be made to get through

Congress,

a bill providing for

guaranteeing

the

interest on

States

the

of the

bonds

¥

almost exactly
present time.

Quite

wiifeh
their

a heavy snowstorm

occurred

they hesitate to avail themselves of such means
to achieve a victory?
As the doctor’s daughter
had nothing to do with the matter, such a poliey
could not be considered Miss Cheever’s.
ik famous convent of 8S. Francisco, at Assisi,
which contains quite a museum of early Italian
mural painting, is to be carefully restored. Many
important frescoes of the fourteenth and fifteenth
centuries, which are covered by the altars and
other wood-work,
are
again to be brought
to light.
The whaling bark Gracie has arrived at New
Bedford from the Arctic region, with several
relics of the Franklin expedition, procured from
the Esquimaux. There were heavy silvey spoons
and forks, having upon.them the armorial bearings of the family of Sir John Frankl. i and other English families.
turned up in San
A Chinese celebrity
has
Francisco.
He was educated in Penn ylvania,
and lived for a time at Washington, were he
imbibed republican principles and. a desire -to
He
propagate them in the Celestial Empire.
went home, organized secret societies for the
purpose, and made a wild attempt at revolution,

the

in Ohio

which of course failed.

snow is reported to be six inches deep.
A mass eonvention of the farmers of the Northwest met Wednesday, in Chicago, to consider the
transportation question jd
others affecting
their intgrests,
;

States District ikttorney
has

ascertained

paper used in making counterfeit

the fibrous

bank notes

has

been made, and the names of tlie petsens manufacturing it. The secret service force expect to
have in custody in a short time the counterfeiters who executed and put out a dangerous $500

note.
The stage running bef een Gilroy and Visalia,

Cal., was robbed Satur(py night.
are all well known. There were

*

ers to the checker-board, before

Thd robbers
five passen-

gers, who, being unarmed, made no resistance.
Wells, Fargo & Cos box,. containing about
$500, was taken, and thé passengers- lost about
$150. The sheriff and deputies are in pursuit of
the robbers,
with good prospects of capturing
them.
An organized union of the reformed drunkards
of New
England was effected, Wednesday, in
Boston and was made the occasion of a jubilee
dinner in the Quincy House in the afternoon and
a mass meeting in Tremont Temple in the
evening.
At the
latter
occasion
speeches

were made by the Hon.

E.

S. Conant of Ran-

dolph, Dr. V. L. Owens and * Father” Charter
of Springfield, and others. Henry L. Woodworth was elected president, of the association.
Sharp inquiry is being made into the affairs of
the Philadelphia and Erie Railroad Company, in
behalf of the city of Philadelphia, which is a
stockholder to the amount of $3,000,000.
The yellow fever continues to prevail about as
usual in Memphis, Shreveport and Montgomery,
and has appeared in Bainbridge, Ga., and Little
Rock, Ark.

A large meeting of the

merchants

of Boston

took place in the board of trade rooms Friday, to

devise measures in aid of the sufferers

by fever

they are made

to yield their dissolving sweetness to the palate.
This invention may defer the hopes which all
entertained that the nuisance would some time
be abolished,
M. Guizot has written a pamphiet in favor of
the immediate re-establishment of a monarchy
in France.
The Princess Louise, who is a sculptor of cousiderable merit, is now engaged in designing
busts for the adornment of her London residerce.
The newest Swis§ music boxes rare made to
play the music of one celebrated composer exclusively.
They are known as Mozart, Wagner,
The winding up is done
Beethoven, etc., boxes.
by a ¢rank instead of a key.
The family or house of Brunswick,is one of
the oldest in Germany, a branch of which now
occupies the throne of England.
By the marriage .of a granddaughter of James the First,
King of England, with a member of the Brunswick family, that house obtained a right to the
throne of England.
The German government has

issued

to all principals of elementary schools in Alsace
and

Lorraine, public’

and

private,

prohibiting

them from allowing instruction in the French
language. French instructionis henceforth to

be limited to'the secondarty and higher schools.

The Abbé Michand believes that out of every
ten priests in France, two are conscientiously
Ultramontane priests, three rationalistic skep-

scription lists were at once opened.

tics, and

A lawless newspaper published at Lexington,
Mo., has the boldness and audaeity to express a
hope that President
Grant will be assassinated

rationalistic skeptics is greater proportionately
among the bishops than among the priests.

betore the 10th of

the Darley Dale chureh-yard in Derbyshire,
Bog-

, 1874,

The

editor's

and

fit

not in

a

community inhabited by respectable people.

five Catholics, and

that the number of

There is a yew tree two thousand years old in
land.

of the financial policy of the Government under
a Republican administration, is found in the fact,
that while the best stocks in the country were
geriously affected by the reeent panic, United
States bonds were worth their faee in gold.

It is very creditable to President Grant that
the chief anxiety he has shown about the money
stringency Iras been in regard to its effect,
on the

Tt is believed to be the oldest in all Eng-

He

has expressed the strongest desire

of manufacturing

the elosing

establishments and

the dis-

charge of hands.

The Chicago Post says that there

of 8000

are upwards

divorce cases on the calendars of the Il-

linois Courts, and that they
the rate of eighty per day.

‘are augmenting at

Theré will be more Americans in Rome the
coming winter than ever before.
It is suggested

that the Evangelical Alliddiee takes this fact into

consideration.

Robert Toombs is learging something as he
gets older. He has quit talking treason and

turned his attentionto wholesome

subjects,

He

"addressed the people of Warren County, Gas,
during the recent term of court, upon tbe finan-

cial and political troubles.

He urged the plant-

ers to abandon at once the pernicious practice

borrowing money to make cotton,

and

of

to live

within their means,
The Worlds Washington despatch says Senator Carpenter's friends are very desirous of hav-,

‘

A number of rabbit establishments
started in London.

The scarcity of

have been
animal food

creates the demgnd.
:
« A Mexican
paper says, “that the richest goldfields in the

world are in

the Argentine Hepat»

lic, wd mmigrants are wanted.

The

Gazetta

d’Italia

(Rome) asserts

that the

a seeret that a great part of the money received
from the Peter’s pence and part of the private
property of the prelates has been deposited in

Pe

FOREIGN,

American banks by Cardinal Antoleni.

John Bright was re-elected member of Parlia~

ment,

Fhere was no opposition.

The British brig June foundered at sea on the
6th instant, and six of the crew of seven were
lost.
The Spanish insurgent fleet has left ¥alencis
x
without bombarding the city.
A Spanish column was surprised by 1000 insur-

gents pear Holguin, Cuba, recently, and 125 were
killed, wounded or captured.
© were re-enforced, however, and

ants
to flight.

common

Chinese

have

in the

last two

talk
for

Good

|

years

——

A Duchess County corresp ondent of the
A York Tribune says:

years since, being short of fodder, and

having on hand about twenty head of cattle, 1
thought T would try. to economize by cutting
and cooking feed. I was able to procure a lot

of cornstalks at four cents u bundle. These I
eut up with a Daniel's cutter. I proeared a
tubs at a cost

of ‘about twenty dollars. I stamped the tubs
full of stalks, mixed with bran, and poured over
each tab full twenty gallons of boiling water,
spreading an inch of bran

down the

steam.

over

The cows

the

top to keep

ate the

mixture

The Spaniards
put the assail-

It is a
are ever
of the
colonial

matter of surprise that the Germans
emigrating in vast nnwxbers to all parts
world without succeeding in forming
dependencies of the mother
land; so

that, in reality, the Germans have no foreign
colopies in spite of the fact, that they ave ever
peopling foreign climes,
It is proposed.to have three

0.
Sarrible harricane Besaried at Jacmel,
Hayt
3 18
;ug down five h

more (local)

En-

| glish Roman Catholic pilgrimages—one to St,
Swithin’s shrine, in Winchester; another to the
ghrine of 8t, Thomas, in Canterbury, and a
third to the shrine of St. Edward the Confessor,
in Westminster Abbey,

It

these pilgrimages organized

-pipes

laid underground

is proposed

*‘in

to have

honor of the

Sacred Heart, and of the agony in the Garden of
Olives.¥

to a box in the

stable

holding
seventy bushels.
This I filled
with
stalks and bran, thoroughly
wetting it, and
turned on the steam.
I kept on the steam five
or six hours, and then it was not as savory a
mess as the fealded stuff. In neither case did 1
discover that the cows either gave more milk or
kept in better condition than they did upon uncooked food. The only gain was in their eating
the fodder cleaner. The experiment satisfied me

that the butts of stalks were worth
as the leaves

for

full as much

fodder, if one could only soften

them so as to get the cows to eat them.

To

steam good hay or fodder which cows will eat
up clean without being starved to it is worse

than labor thrown away.
of the

corn-stalks

One-half of the saving

can

be

obtained

eutting with one-tenth

as

much

Then

the

by

simply

expense as it

uneaten

portion

of

the stalks makes splendid bedding and lightens
up the manure finely. In fact, for the sake of
the manure it pays to cut stalks, for every farmer

knows

manure.

what a

nuisance

long

stalks

are in

It-is- proper to state that 1.did not have

water eguvenient to the

barn,

but bad

to bring

I have

procured

more

elusions:
one has

saving

1.'It
every

‘does

the

following con-

uot pay’to steam

conveniemeeof water

apparatus,

and

then

only

amount ot: stock. 2. It does not
good sweet hay ‘or any fodder
good condition will eat up clean,
pay at all where labor is high

unless

and labor-

for a large

pay to steam
which cows ix
3. It does not
and fodder is

cheap. 4. For thé ordinary farmer it will not
pay to go to the expense of fitting up a steaming apparatus, 5. Where it pays ‘at all it is
only in exeeptional cases, and will not do to
depend upon as 4 general rule,

'A memorial of the Evangelical Alliance is to he

| issued under the editorship of Dr, Phillip Shafi,
Hi

“rey

Hardpy

Is, ox

edi

government aims

8 majority

It will contain all the essays and addresses deliv-

| ered before the conference, and will probably
make an octavo of over a thousand pages. It is
the colossal house of the Harpers that will pub
lish this colossal book. The price will be $5.00.

Ins

iand, where the best éheese fs made,

the seson always begins on the 15th of May,
and ends

on the 18th of October,

tound to depend don

ig

ature grasses,

the sweetness

The

PEASE PUDDING. —Take a pint of split peas
put them in soft water over night; in the morning put them in a saucepan with enough water
to cover them; when they boil and swell add a
little more water, but only allow enough for
them to swell without burning.
They require
a great deal of stirmng.
When
they are done
enough to mash, beat them through a colander,
add two eggs beaten, some pepper, salt, aid
butter; put the mixture when well beaten into
.a buttered mold, tie a floured cloth over, and
boil for two hours.
It ought to turn out firm

and whole.

The mold must be full.

WHITE CUP

CAKE. ~One

cup butter, two cups

of flour, five eggs, one
nutmeg, a very small
Beat hard together,
teaspoonful of salaratus.
and bake in small tins.
GINGERBREAD NUTS.—Rub one quarter of a
pound of butter in ome pound of flour, half a
pound of sugar, one ounce of ginger, peel one

Work

Very much is
and favor

of

and

it well, and

bake

HYMNS

and

every part

then for

every

hundred pounds use one quart of fine salt and
four ounces of salpetre, rubbing them in very
thoroughly in every point.
Then put the hams
thus prepared in a cask for four days.
Then

rub again with molasses and one quart of
and return the hams to the cask for four
Repeat this the third and fourth time, and
smoke the hums. This process takes only
teen days, while
six weeks.

other

methods

Married
T

salt,
days.
then
six-

require five or

Life.

——

Good counsel from a wife and mother:
* I
try to make myself and all around me agreeable.
It will not do to leave a man to himself till le
comes to you,to take no pains to attract him,
or to appear before him with a long face. It is

not so difficult as you
have to a busband so

think,

that he

remain

+

virtue? ‘ The tear of a loving girl, says

an old book, ‘is like a dewdrop on a rose; but
that on the cheek of a wife is a drop of poison
to her husband’ Try to appear cheerful and
contented, and your husband will be so; and
when you bave made him happy, you will become 80, not in appearance, but in reality. The
skill requiredis mot so great.
Nothing flatters a
man so much as the happiness of his wife; he is

always proud of himself as the source of it.

As

soon as you are cheerful you will be lively and
alert, and every.moment
will afford you an

opportunity to let fall an agreeable word.
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the mort marked- benefit manifested by na sense
of coolness, comfort and invigoration. A lemon
or two thus taken at tea time, as an entire substitute for the ordinary supper of summer,would
give many a comfortable night’s sleep and an
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Church Music Book byL. O. EMERSON
and H. R. Palmer has double the merit, and is likely
to haye double the sale of common
aks by one
composer. The works of either
gentleman have sold
by
the Hundred Thousand, and
the STANDARD
will continue to be called for until every Choir,
Singing Class, and Convention are supplied. Price,
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which contains litérally the gems of Strauss’ Waltzes,
Mazurkas, &c., and is to-day the most popular music
book in America over 20,000 copies having been
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We have certificates enough to fill a volume.
When everything
élse has failed the European
Oough Beno
as often cured in a few days or
wee
Pre
by Walter Clarke & Son, Minot, Me.,
Proprietors of Clarke’s Rheumatic
Elixir, &e.
Sold
wholesale by Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., Boston,
by H. H. Hay and John W. Perkins, & Co., Port:
land, and retail by Druggists and Medicine dealers
generally.

of sifted sugar, one cup of sour cream, four eups

lemon and three eggs.

accompanied

European Cough

NO

Atalks, the saving would

experiment I have arrived at

and spongy.
if liked.

serve.

in ‘milk-cand Jon a ‘sleigh from: a spring some
twenty rods distant. I saved about ten bundles
of stalks per Jay, one-half to steaming.’ Could
have amounted to but' twenty cents a day, bat
as T could not do so it saved me about $1 worth
of hay. Since that time I have been able to
procure more. stalks than I needed. From this

with

serve hot

PLAIN OMELET.—Break two or more eggs into a basin, according to the size of the omelet
you require, add a little chopped parsley, salt,
and pepper; mix it well together with a whisk;
put a piece of fresh butter the size of a walnut
into an omelet pan or common frying pan; put
it on a quick fire, beating the eggs while the
butter gets hot; pour in the egg. quickly, keep
moving the pan} shaking it round until the eggs
begin to set; move
them
lightly toward the
front of the pan; leave the omelet a few seconds
to take colot; turn it on “to a hot dish, and

in your
way.

New
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CURE OF SEVERE CASE OF LUNG DISEASE.
Mr. B. H. Larrabee, of Gorham, Me., was cured of
a severe cough,ac
anied with bleeding from the
lungs, and restore
fealth by ‘Clarke's
European
Cough Remedy.
CURE OF PHTHISIC
WITH
SEVERE COuGH, OF
LONG STANDING.
Mr. Wm. W. Strout, of Windham, Me., was for
many Jats afflicted with that distressing malady
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MOLASSES.

Olive,

Sunday School Song Book

PUMPKIN .Pigs.—Pare
the
pumpkin, then
grate it. and add sugar and ginger to taste, and
milk enough to mike it of the proper consistency; then line your tins with pie crust, put

Steaming Stalks.

half-hogshead

reform the reme-

and buttered; itis very light
rind of a lemon may be added

fore the mountainous lands andthe pretty valleys they contain north of Redding, the present
terminus of the-railroad, will attract settlers.
Bat for the traveler, the region north of Redding
to the State lines offers uncommon attractions.—"
Harper's Magazine.
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That it has made most wonderful-cures, no one will
deny. Hundreds of persons, who for months had
been emaciated by coughing, night sweats and raising of blood, who were thought
to be in hopeless
Consumption, have been cured by from one to six
bottles of the "European Con,
edy.
The Toliowing certificates just roceived are given
as examples:
.
i

——

‘Bake in round shape for an

CANDLES.

Unequaled by any Medicine Known.

Recipes.

rr

hands of the governmert and the railroad company to be obtained so cheaply that, whether
for crops or for grazing, it will be some time be-

“Some

and

FOR

WHOLESALE

ending

Molds........ 13 @. 134 Cuba,Clayed.. 2

obstinate and long standing coughs, Jd pulmonary
diseases in general,

SALLY LUNN.~Three breakfast cups of flour,
one ditto sugar, two eggs; make into a thick
batter with a breakfast-cup of milk. Blend a
teaspoonful of soda with a little milk, and mix
it in, and before adding all together mix a< small
teaspoonful of cream of tartar with the sugar.

grown large crops of pea-nuts, and have, 1 was
told, realized handsome profits from a nut which
will be popular in America, I suppose, as long
as there is a pit and a gallery in a theater; but
the pez-nut makes a valuable oil, and as it produces enormously here, it will some day be raised for this use, us well as for the benefit of the
old women who keep fruit-stands on the street
corners.
It would not be surprising if the Chinese, who continue to come over to California
in great numbers, should yetshow the farmers
here what can be done on small farms by patient
and thorough culture.
As yet they confine their
culture of Jatid mainly to vegetable gardens.
To the farmer, the valley and foot<hill lands of
the Sacramento will be the most attractive, and
there are still here thousands of acres in the

er

inclosed,

In cases of radical

roads, and I have no doubt the steam-

some

RELIEVE

erence to keeping all the cattle in stalls the year
round, and to making the largest amount of fertilizers possible. ‘This is what we are coming to
in the Eastern States,
If we compete with the
West successfully, we must put our fences out
of the way, use more machin, make more
manure, and cultivate the products consumed in
our own markets,
A farmer should be able to
tell what crops are grown at a profit, and what
bring him in debt.—Am. Ag.

plow will be first practically and generally used,
so far as the United States are concerned in these
California valleys, where I have seen furrows
two miles long, and ten eight-horse teams following each other.
Withal, they are somewhat ruthless in their
pursuit of a wheat crop.
You may see a farmer willows hundreds of acres, but he will have
his wheat growing up to the edge of his veranda.
If he keeps up a vegetable garden, he has
performed a heroic act of self-denial; and as for
flowers, they must grow among the wheat or
nowhere.
Moreover, while he has great ingenity in his methods, the farmer of the Sacramento plain has but little originality in his planting.
He raises wheat and barley. He might
raise a dozen, a score, of other products, many
more profitable, and all obliging him to cultivate
less ground but itis only here and there you
meet with one who appreciates the remarkable
capabilities of the soil and climate. Near Teha-

ma

already

BOSTON

that its power to

to tillage, simply

In the

CLAIM

Markets.

For‘the week

European Cough Remedy

dy is found in soiling. Arrange the barn with ref

the most costly, put

to its best and most profitable uses. They
here
of steam-plows
and
steam-wagons

takesto steam.

A Bridgeport machinist has invented an apparatus for reeording ‘music by means of a-magnetic telegraph.

ing him continue President pro tem. of the Sen- financial crisis in America bis caused great exate aud promise a réfutation of the charges: eitement at the Vatican. It has never been kept
Against him,

labor, which is always

fed upon the public

arranged.

—clean; und throve upon it, preferring it to bay.
Senator Pinchback, of La., in a recent address, 1 Tishould think it went twice as far as long stalks.
In order to economize on labor the next winter
denied that the eolored people are dying out,and
I procured a steamer, which I placed several
said that they have increased ten per cent. since
rods from the stable, connecting it with gasthe war.

Mrs. Jane G. Swisshelm claims the credit of
demand for labor, and the liability to los! bjof em- | suggesting the system of red light &
Is now in
ployment. by many workmen just at the eve of use on all the railroads in this coun

winter.

man

WE

need not be disturbed until’ the tillage land is

it, has borne sixty bushels per acre. Nor is this
all. Unless _he depends upon a volunteer crop
next year, he must plow the ground.
It is still,
however, comuionly too light to bear up horses,
and so he shoes these animals with stout wooden sabots, eleven
inches long by eight broad,
and thus they can walk at leisure and drag the
gang-plow after them.
The gathering of the wheat crop goes on all
the valley lands with headers, and you will find
on all the farms in the Sacramento Valley, the
best labor-saving machinery employed, and hu-

land.

The best proof that ean be given of the wisdom

to do everything possible to prevent

and wheat thus *‘sheeped in,” as they call

an order

in Memphis, Shreveport and other places. Addresses were delivered by Mayor Pierce, Senator Sumner and the Hon. A. H. Rice, and sub-

location
is inside the’ rison walls,

7

many vicissitudes

The lozenge packages of the railroad train
boys have at last been overtaken by the -march
Scientific American
of improvement. ‘The
publishes a diagram’
and description
of the
The box con¢ Checker Lozenge Package.”
tains a checker beard, the dark squares ¢f which
The
are formed by printing advertisements.
two dozen lozenges are of different colors,twelve
white and twelve red and are applied as check-

Swoope, at

where

After

he returned to California, where he has devoted
himself to defeating the mfamous objects of the
society offered
Hip Yee Tong Society.
The
$1500 for his assassination, and the attempt ot
some one to gain. this prize was what brought
him to light. His name is Wong Say Kee.

two inches near Cincinnati, while at Dayton the

Unitefl

the farm that is to be devoted

States pastures are

Tuesday, the ground being covered to a depth of

Pittsburg,

potting in a crop, for

ing;

is believed to indicate
at

and horses; but this

from

fiom Fort Sill in the

appropriations for
that the appropri-

consumption

cattle

tare, Ther Ig p-great saving of time in the cultivation of large tields free from all obstructions.
One great want of Eastern farms now
is lo
get rid of the heavy walls that our fathers have
built at so much expense.
The two, three, and
four-acre fields arranged with reference to the
system of rotation to be pursued upon the farm.
If it is a four-years’ course, quarter that part of

They

Will

Such a med-

way for

older

Pittsburg, Pa.,
on
Catherine Scheutler

daily

the

lands.

capture of raiders,

yet accomplish the object intended.

icine is Dr. Pierce’s Purgative Pellets, samples
of which the writer procured and tested in his
own family." The Pellets (little pills) are about
one-fifth the size of an ordinary pill,~made of
highly concentrated root and herbal extracts,
and sugar-coated.—Frankfort (Ind) Weekly
Crescent.

not be far in the fu-

much per head.

The total demand for postal ecards has settled
down to an average of between 375,000 and

per day,

prepares

which can

are

ations made by Congress exceeded the amounts
asked for by the departments by $11,329,000.
Lizzie Scheutler has confessed that she mur-

400,000

tedder,—and

er takes care of them at so

A dreadful tragedy occurred near Bedford,
Ind., Sunday night, a man stabbing his two
children and his wife, and then killing himself.

dered Mrs. Braunlein at
Thursday last. John and
are held as accessories.

the soil with
not prevent him

the

the steam-plow,

compactly and slowly over it, with the hel p of
dogs’ to keep the flanks of his floek from scatter-

Certain New York detectives are charged with
* receiving and converting to their own use $50,
000, obtained from the Bank of England forger,
McDonnell, under a promise tbat they would
get him out of his trouble.

The book of government
the current fiscal year shows

work

to take and

States hud Territories is the freedonx

Under the name of ** Dr. Cheever” a -Comanche chief offers to co-operate with our troops

Northern Pacific Railroad.
#

reaper,

and bread and mutton are the chief part'of his
living, both being universally good here. But
in managing his land he displays great enter—
prise, and knows how to fit his efforts to the
climate ‘and soil, Thus, in the tule lands, when
they are first drained, he finds it impossible to
does

features of the landscape

can

be so ““ fixed up” as to be pleasant

farms, and these are often omitted. This gives
full sweep to all the modern implements of husbandry ,~the cultivator, the horse mower and

better, for he

The

A Trinmph of Medical Art.
Yes, a triumph we call it, when medicine

decide what is right.

the next

the United

that he lives

1873.

Fences.

after burning off the tules, which are tall reeds, marking the corner bounds with permanent
and the high grasses, he sows his hundreds of , stakes or stones, What, then, is to be done with
acres with a coffee-mill wheat sower, and coolly our cattle? On the froumtier, the neighborhood
turns a flock of sheep on the ground, driving them
make one herd of their cattle, and a boy or herd-

Cullen by Hall.
An

as chewing gum.

B has been suggested by the Catholics of
America that a magnificent fountain be placed
in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, and the water
let on for the first time July 4, 1876, under the
auspices of the National Total Abstinence Society.
The Patrons of Husbandry, it is stated, bind
themselves never to go to law but to have all
disputes settled by arbitration.
First the case
comes on without delay, each man telling his story, a jury of picked neighbors and mutual friends

ington.

A quarrel between
members of
Cullen,

The farmer in this State isa person of uncommon resources and ingenuity. 1 think he
uses his brains more than our Eastern farmers,
I do not mean to say

RO,

from féuces. Tn some of the prairie States they
have begun right by compelling every man to
take care of his cattle, and holding him responsible for all damage to his ' neighbor’s crops.
The fences mainly are on the boundary lines of

——

does not. His house is often shabby, even theugh
he be a man of wealth, and his table is not un.
frequently without milk; he buys his butter
with his canned vegetables in San Francisco,

been chewing the concoction of red oxide of mer-

a characteristic speech Thttsday night at Wash-

York has failed, and is in the hands of a
er.

i

A western paper chronicles the poisoning and
narrow escape from death of three girls who had

Ex-President Johnson w as serenaded and made

int the new

Farming in California.

just issued a pamphlet in which he claims that it
is feasible to keep open the canals of the country
during winter by means of pipes to convey hot
water along each side of them.

$26,952 27, and the receipts $23, 873 86a deficien-

Road
One of the admirable

of

Mr. RobertA. {hesebrough of New York hus

cy of $3058 32.
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Mr. Holman Hunt’s great picture, ‘‘ The Shadow of Death,” which has engaged the artist's at-
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Py MM. PETTENGILL & C0. 10 State
Btreot, Boston, 37 Park Row, New York, and 701
Chéstnut Street, Philadelphia, ave our Agente’
for

procuring advertisements:
for our paper (name men.
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tioned)
in the above cities, and authorized
tract for advertising at our lowest rates.
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